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In the recent years the Internet users have witnessed the emergence of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) technologies and
applications. One class of P2P applications is comprised of applications that are targeted for interpersonal
communication. The communication applications that utilize P2P technologies are referred to as
decentralized interpersonal communication applications. Such applications are decentralized in a sense that
they do not require assistance from centralized servers for setting up multimedia sessions between users.
The invention of Distributed Hash Table (DHT) algorithms has been an important, but not an inclusive enabler
for decentralized interpersonal communication. Even though the DHTs provide a basic foundation for
decentralization, there are still a number of challenges without viable technological solutions. The main
contribution of this thesis is to propose technological solutions to a subset of the existing challenges.
In addition, this thesis also presents the preliminary work for the technological solutions. There are two parts
in the preliminary work. In the first part, a set of DHT algorithms are evaluated from the viewpoint of
decentralized interpersonal communication, and the second part gives a coherent presentation of the
challenges that a decentralized interpersonal communication application is going to encounter in mobile
networks.
The technological solution proposals contain two architectures and two algorithms. The first architecture
enables an interconnection between a decentralized and a centralized communication network, and the
second architecture enables the decentralization of a set of legacy applications. The first algorithm is a load
balancing algorithm that enables good scalability, and the second algorithm is a search algorithm that enables
arbitrary searches. The algorithms can be used, for example, in DHT-based networks. Even though this thesis
has focused on the decentralized interpersonal communication, some of the proposed technological solutions
also have general applicability outside the scope of decentralized interpersonal communication.
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Viime vuosina Internetin käyttäjät ovat saaneet todistaa vertaisverkkoteknologioiden ja -sovellusten
esiinmarssia. Eräs vertaisverkkoteknologioita hyödyntävä sovellusluokka on sovellukset, joita käytetään
ihmistenväliseen viestintään. Tällaisia viestintäsovelluksia kutsutaan hajautetuiksi viestintäsovelluksiksi.
Hajautetut viestintäsovellukset ovat hajautettuja siinä mielessä, että ne eivät tarvitse keskitettyjä palvelimia
ihmistenvälisten multimediayhteyksien luomiseen.
Hajautettujen tiivistetaulualgoritmien (DHT) keksiminen on ollut tärkeä, mutta ei kaikenkattava, hajautettujen
viestintäsovellusten mahdollistaja. Vaikka DHT-algoritmit tarjoavatkin perusteknologian hajautukselle, niin
vielä on olemassa joukko haasteita ilman soveltuvia teknologisia ratkaisuja. Tämän väitöskirjan
pääasiallisena tarkoituksena on ehdottaa teknologisia ratkaisuja osaan näistä olemassaolevista haasteista.
Väitöskirjassa esitellään myös alustavaa tutkimusta, joka on tehty ehdotettuja teknologisia ratkaisuja varten.
Alustavassa tutkimuksessa on kaksi osaa. Ensimmäisessä osassa on arvioitu DHT-algoritmijoukkoa
hajautetun ihmistenvälisen viestinnän näkökulmasta. Toisessa osassa on annettu yhtenäinen kuvaus niistä
haasteista, joita eräs hajautettu viestintäsovellus tulee kohtaamaan matkaviestinverkoissa.
Teknologiset ratkaisuehdotukset sisältävät kaksi arkkitehtuuria ja kaksi algoritmia. Ensimmäinen arkkitehtuuri
mahdollistaa yhteistoiminnan erään hajautetun ja erään keskitetyn viestintäverkon välillä. Toinen arkkitehtuuri
mahdollistaa joidenkin olemassaolevien sovellusten hajauttamisen. Ensimmäinen algoritmi on
kuormantasaus-algoritmi, joka mahdollistaa hyvän skaalautuvuuden, ja toinen algoritmi mahdollistaa vapaasti
muotoillut haut. Edellämainittuja algoritmeja voidaan käyttää, muun muassa, sellaisissa vertaisverkoissa jotka
pohjautuvat DHT-algoritmeihin. Vaikka tämä väitöskirja onkin keskittynyt hajautettuun ihmistenväliseen
viestintään, silti osaa ehdotetuista teknologioista voidaan käyttää myös muihin tarkoituksiin.
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1 Introduction
One of the Internet trends in the recent years has been the advent of Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) technologies and the related proliferation of applications based on a P2P
paradigm. Prior to the P2P technology era, most applications were based on a client-
server paradigm. On the client-server paradigm, centralized servers are used for
performing a number of functions. The emergence of P2P technologies has unveiled
new possibilities for moving functions from centralized servers to endpoints. The
endpoints can be, for example, desktop computers, laptops, or smartphones. In a
way, these new possibilities for relocating functions allow researchers and application
designers to walk further along the road paved by the end-to-end argument of Saltzer
et al. [128]. In other words, P2P technologies not only preserve the freedom to
innovate, but they open up new opportunities for creating decentralized applications.
The decentralized applications can function without centralized servers which is an
obstacle that can sometimes hinder the release of new applications.
To be specific, applications based on the P2P paradigm refer to applications that
are able to utilize the resources of the endpoints and are able to communicate di-
rectly between the application instances without intermediary servers. In contrast,
applications based on the client-server paradigm mean applications that utilize the
resources of centralized servers and are unable to communicate between the appli-
cation instances without the help of the centralized servers. As an example, the
aforementioned classification does not consider applications based on the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) [124] and H.323 [62] protocols to be followers of the P2P
paradigm, because they rely, in their typical deployment scenarios, on centralized
servers that facilitate the communication between the application instances.
There are various different types of P2P technologies, but only those P2P technolo-
gies that are built as an overlay on top of IP-based networks are covered in this thesis.
Various different taxonomies for overlay P2P technologies have been proposed, and
they have been discussed in RFC 5694 [28]. This thesis uses a simple, and rather
coarse, taxonomy which is also used, for example, by Alima et al. [6]. The taxonomy
classifies the P2 technologies into the following two categories: unstructured P2P
networks and structured P2P networks. Both network types are a collection of end-
points, called peers, that are running an instance of a P2P application. Perhaps the
biggest difference between these network types is the way they set up links between
peers, which are logical connections on top of the network layer. Unstructured P2P
networks set up the links more or less randomly and structured P2P networks use
a well-defined algorithm, such as the Distributed Hash Table (DHT) algorithm, for
setting up the links. This results in a situation where unstructured networks have
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a rather chaotic structure, as their name implies, while structured networks have a
rigorous structure. There are also other differences between these network types,
for example the peers in unstructured P2P networks do not have peer IDs, and the
peers in structured P2P networks do. This thesis focuses mainly on structured P2P
networks.
In addition to the aforementioned P2P technology taxonomy, P2P networks also
differ from one another on their level of dependence on centralized servers. Some
P2P networks do not use centralized servers at all, such as Gnutella, and some
of them depend heavily on centralized servers, such as SETI@home [8]. However,
many P2P networks, such as the BitTorrent [35] network, are somewhere between
these two extremes and have some dependence on centralized servers. Yet another
differentiating factor in P2P networks is the hierarchy. Some P2P networks use a
flat design where all the peers belong to the same group, and some P2P networks
use a hierarchical design where peers are divided into multiple groups. This thesis
focuses mainly on P2P networks that have only a relatively minor dependence on
centralized servers and use the flat design.
The Internet users are using a variety of different file sharing applications, such as
BitTorrent, that are following the P2P paradigm. The P2P paradigm is, however,
also utilized with other application types and not just with file sharing. For example,
there are P2P applications, such as Skype [13,56,74,125,149] and Peer-to-Peer SIP
(P2PSIP) [21], that are used for interpersonal communication. The interpersonal
communication means, for example Voice over IP (VoIP) calls, emails, blogs, online
games, and instant messages. Both Skype and P2PSIP utilize the P2P paradigm and
are decentralized in a sense that they do not require centralized servers for setting up
multimedia sessions between users. Perhaps the biggest difference between Skype
and P2PSIP is that Skype is non-standardized technology from a single vendor,
whereas P2PSIP is standardized technology that can be implemented by multiple
vendors. Today, Skype is a relatively widely deployed application, and P2PSIP is
evolving technology in the standardization phase at the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF). From the technological viewpoint, Skype is obfuscated proprietary
technology and P2PSIP is a novel combination between structured P2P networks
and SIP. The decentralized interpersonal communication is at the center stage of
this thesis, and special attention is given to the P2PSIP technology.
The only communication network that has been mentioned so far is the Internet.
However, this thesis also touches upon other types of IP-based network environ-
ments, such as the IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [4] and mobile networks. The
IMS is an operator controlled network architecture from the 3rd Generation Partner-
ship Project (3GPP) which enables, among other things, the delivery of multimedia
services to the IMS users. An important detail of the IMS network architecture
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is that it utilizes SIP for signaling. Mobile networks can be seen as a part of the
Internet, or as access networks to the Internet. The reason why mobile networks are
explicitly mentioned in this context is that they induce an unique set of challenges
for P2P applications.
A major concern for P2P applications on the Internet is the middlebox traversal.
Middleboxes mean, in this context, devices that complicate the setting up of trans-
port level connections between two endpoints in IP-based networks. For example,
Network Address Translators (NATs) and Firewalls (FWs) are middleboxes. P2P
applications are more concerned with the middlebox traversal than client-servers
applications, because client-server applications typically contact centralized servers
with public IP addresses, and P2P applications contact endpoints that are more
likely to be behind middleboxes giving the endpoints private IP addresses. Fortu-
nately, there are existing middlebox traversal mechanisms, such as Interactive Con-
nectivity Establishment (ICE) [122], a hole punching technique for TCP by Ford
et al. [46], and Natblaster [18]. Together with the emergence of P2P technologies,
these middlebox traversal mechanisms contribute considerably to the feasibility of
moving functions from centralized servers to endpoints.
The contributions of this thesis are primarily presented in the author’s Publica-
tions I-VI. The common theme for the publications is the decentralized interper-
sonal communication. Figure 1.1 presents the logical placement of each topic in the
technological landscape of this thesis. Gray circles in the figure represent topics,
and the circles can be mapped directly to the author’s publications. Thus, a gray
circle containing I maps to Publication I, and so forth.
Transport layer
DHT algorithm
P2PSIP
Legacy applications
Decentralization
framework
IMS
Load balancing
Arbitrary search
Gateway
NAT
FW
III
II
VI
IV
V
I
IP network
Figure 1.1: Overview of the covered topics
A common denominator for all the author’s publications is the P2PSIP technology
which is a technology for enabling decentralized interpersonal communication. The
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topic of Publication I is the evaluation of DHT algorithms from the viewpoint of de-
centralized interpersonal communication, and particularly from the viewpoint of the
P2PSIP technology. Publication II gives a coherent presentation of the challenges
P2PSIP technology is going to encounter in mobile networks in the future. Publica-
tion III presents an interconnection architecture between P2PSIP and IMS networks,
and Publication IV proposes a generic decentralization framework for legacy appli-
cations. The decentralization framework utilizes largely the same technologies as
P2PSIP does (e.g., the same protocol).
Early experiments with the P2PSIP technology showed that P2PSIP networks have
poor scalability properties due to uneven load distribution, and that the users would
benefit from having an arbitrary search mechanism. Thus, Publication V introduces
a novel load balancing algorithm for structured P2P networks, and Publication VI
presents a search algorithm for structured P2P networks. The load balancing algo-
rithm enhances the scalability of P2P networks, and the search algorithm has been
used for showing that arbitrary searches are feasible in structured P2P networks.
It is noteworthy that even though the motivation for developing the load balanc-
ing and search algorithms has come from the early experiments with the P2PSIP
technology, they are generic and have applicability outside the scope of P2PSIP as
well.
1.1 Research Problem Areas
Despite the fact that there are a number of P2P applications, and even decentralized
interpersonal communication applications, there are still a set of challenges either
completely without viable technological solutions or with such solutions that could
be improved. The main contribution of this thesis is proposed technical solutions to
some of these challenges. However, part of the contribution in this thesis has been
preliminary work that has, among other things, identified the challenges decentral-
ized interpersonal communication applications, or P2PSIP applications to be exact,
are going to encounter in mobile networks.
The challenges, or research problems, are in the following areas: performance, over-
head, power consumption, decentralized bootstrapping, interconnection with exist-
ing systems, decentralization of existing applications, churn, robustness, middle-
box traversal, utilization of proximity information, load balancing, scalability, se-
curity, incentive models for providing services to others, versatile search algorithms
in structured P2P networks, and mobility. This list of research problem areas is
not exhaustive, but it does contain the problems that are widely known among the
researchers focused on P2P networks, some of the challenges listed by Steinmetz
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and Wehrle [137], and the problems identified as part of the preliminary work in
this thesis.
Most of the aforementioned research problem areas (e.g., scalability) are such that
generic solutions can be devised, but some of them (e.g., interconnecting with ex-
isting systems) require a specific solutions that can be applied only to one type of
P2P application. The contributions presented in this thesis have looked at the P2P
networks primarily from the perspective of decentralized interpersonal communica-
tion.
Considering the relatively large number of the research problem areas, this thesis has
focused on proposing technological solutions only to a selected subset of them. The
selected subset of research problem areas contains: interconnection with existing
systems, decentralization of existing applications, load balancing (which influences
scalability directly), and versatile search algorithms in structured P2P networks.
The author has attempted to keep the other research problem areas in mind while
designing technological solution proposals for the selected subset of research problem
areas, so that the devised solution proposals would not hinder the solving of the other
research problem areas. Fortunately, there is a relatively large group of researchers
who are addressing those research problem areas that are not covered in this thesis.
1.2 Contributions of the Thesis
The emergence of DHT algorithms has been a major, but not an inclusive, enabler
for decentralized interpersonal communication applications. The main contribution
of this thesis is that it proposes a set of enabling technologies, in addition to the
existing DHT algorithms, for decentralized interpersonal communication. The set
of proposed enabling technologies include: an interconnection architecture between
P2PSIP and IMS networks, a decentralization framework for legacy applications, a
novel load balancing algorithm, and a novel search algorithm.
The interconnection architecture between P2PSIP and IMS networks is presented
in Publication III. As far as the author of this thesis is aware, it is the first imple-
mented interconnection architecture between these networks. The interconnection
architecture enables session establishments from the P2PSIP network to the IMS
network and vice versa. In addition, the architecture can be implemented in real
networks, and it does not impose any changes to the standardized functions in the
IMS network.
The decentralization framework for legacy applications is presented in Publica-
tion IV, and according to the knowledge of the author of this thesis, it is the first
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generic decentralization mechanisms for legacy applications. Legacy applications
mean, within this context, applications that are based on the client-server paradigm.
The decentralization framework enables, for example, the decentralization of some
interpersonal communication applications, such as SIP-based VoIP and email appli-
cations.
The novel load balancing algorithm is presented in Publication V, and it is designed
for structured P2P networks. To the best of knowledge, it is the first generic load
balancing algorithm that creates a relatively even in-finger count distribution. The
in-finger count means, within this context, the number of incoming links a peer
has from other peers in the network. One of the main goals of the load balancing
algorithm is to enable better scalability of structured P2P networks. In addition,
the presented load balancing algorithm has some desirable features and lacks some
non-desirable features that existing load balancing algorithms have.
The novel search algorithm is presented in Publication VI. The search algorithm
is designed for a structured P2P network and it is relatively simple in itself. The
main purpose of the search algorithm was to facilitate the feasibility evaluation of
arbitrary searches in structured P2P networks. Arbitrary searches mean, within
this thesis, searches where the form of a search predicate is not restricted in any
way. As far as the author of this thesis is aware, the presented feasibility evalu-
ation is unique, because it is the only evaluation focused on a generic algorithm
that distributes both search requests and object storing requests in structured P2P
networks. The feasibility evaluation shows that it is possible to enable arbitrary
searches in structured P2P networks with the presented search algorithm.
Until now, only technological solution proposals have been introduced. The con-
tributions of this thesis also contain preliminary work for the proposed enabling
technologies. There are two types of preliminary work: a DHT algorithm evaluation
from the viewpoint of decentralized interpersonal communication, and a coherent
presentation of the challenges P2PSIP is going to encounter in mobile networks.
Hopefully the results of the preliminary work can be used as background informa-
tion for novel P2P studies in the future.
The DHT algorithm evaluation from the viewpoint of decentralized interpersonal
communication is presented in Publication I. At least according to the knowledge
of the author of this thesis, it is the first DHT evaluation that is performed from
the viewpoint of interpersonal communication. The idea of the evaluation is that
it enables the researchers, designers, and implementers to select an appropriate
DHT algorithm for their communication application before the implementation work
starts.
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A coherent presentation of the challenges P2PSIP is going to encounter in mobile
networks is given in Publication II. To the best of knowledge, it is the first study
that has given a coherent presentation on this topic. In addition to presenting the
challenges, it briefly presents the existing solution components as well. The purpose
of this study has been to direct the attention of the researchers, designers, and
implementers to the most important challenges.
To conclude, the main contribution of this thesis is a set of enabling technologies, and
the related preliminary work, for decentralized interpersonal communication. The
goal has not been to design a complete self-reliant decentralized communication
system, but rather a set of enabling technologies for it.
1.3 Research Methods
The contributions of this thesis can be divided, as mentioned previously, into pre-
liminary work (Publications I-II) and into technological solution proposals (Publi-
cations III-VI). The preliminary work has been based on an analytical approach.
The analytical approach has been chosen, for example, because the very goal of
Publication I has been to avoid unnecessary implementation work and to provide
background information that can be used prior to the implementation work. The
technical solution proposals are a result of empirical research. Two different empir-
ical research methods have been used in the author’s publications. Publications III-
IV used proof-of-concept prototypes and Publications V-VI used simulations.
Proof-of-concept prototypes were chosen for Publications III-IV, because their main
contributions were architecture proposals. The main concern in the architecture
proposals was the feasibility of real-world implementation and they did not require
especially large-scale experiments (i.e., a lot of peers). In other words, the proof-of-
concept prototypes were used to support the presented architecture proposals.
Simulations were the chosen research method in Publications V-VI, because they
defined algorithms and their evaluation required relatively large-scale experiments
which were feasible only via simulations. The general disadvantage of simulations
is that simulated environments are somewhat simplified versions of real-world sce-
narios, and therefore not all the nuances of real-world networks can be detected and
taken into consideration. However, the advantage of simulations is that they allow
a researcher to concentrate on chosen aspects (e.g., performance and scalability) of
the researched topic without interferences. It is noteworthy that even thought Pub-
lications V-VI presented the results of a single implementation, the research process
itself has been iterative. In the iterative research process the implementation work
and experiment phases have taken turns one after another.
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As can be noted, three different types of research methods, an analytical approach,
prototyping, and simulations, were used to create the contributions of this thesis.
In the future, those technological solution proposals that have now been simulated
could benefit from real-world implementations as well.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
The remainder of this thesis is organized in the following way. The next chapter,
Chapter 2, provides background information which is relevant to the topic and
contributions of this thesis. Then, Chapter 3 gives an introduction to the actual
contributions. It is important to understand that the contributions are primarily
described in the author’s publications, and that they are just summarized in this
thesis. Finally, Chapter 4 presents the conclusions.
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2 Background
There has been, and is, a lot of research and standardization activity in the field
of decentralized interpersonal communication. Given the vast amount of research
and standardization efforts, this chapter does not attempt to provide an exhaustive
presentation of the efforts, but rather the goal is to introduce the reader to those
efforts that are relevant in order to understand the contributions of this thesis and to
be able to place it into a broader context. Most of the author’s publications have had
strict space limitations, and therefore it has been infeasible to cover the background
information broadly in the publications themselves. Hence, this chapter provides a
broader overview to the background information than the author’s publications.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 2.1 presents a high
level overview of unstructured and structured peer-to-peer networks. Section 2.2
introduces one type of structured P2P networks, networks based on DHTs. Special
focus is given to load balancing, search, and network size estimation algorithms.
Section 2.3 presents P2PSIP which is a technology for providing decentralized inter-
personal communication. Section 2.4 discusses a set of decentralization mechanisms
for applications. Many of the decentralization mechanisms, just like P2PSIP, achieve
the decentralization by using DHTs. Section 2.5 gives an overview of the IMS net-
work, which is a centralized network architecture used for providing interpersonal
communication, and to its existing interconnection mechanisms. Finally, Section 2.6
summarizes the presented background information.
Even though it is not explicitly stated within the context of each presented tech-
nology, all of the technologies presented in this chapter relate either to IP networks
(such as Internet), packet-switched mobile networks, corporate networks, or IMS
networks. Other types of networks are beyond the scope of this thesis.
2.1 Peer-to-Peer Networks
Traditionally networked applications have been using the client-server paradigm
for providing services to users. However, in recent years various applications have
started using the P2P paradigm. The P2P paradigm is used for creating P2P
networks. A P2P network is a set of peers that follow the same P2P paradigm (e.g,
implement the same DHT algorithm). The peers in a P2P network provide all, or
almost all, resources (e.g., storage capacity) for the service creation. A P2P network
can, for example, provide a file sharing service or an interpersonal communication
service. All the author’s publications either study or use P2P networks.
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There are various taxonomies for P2P networks, as discussed in RFC 5694 [28],
and a rather rudimentary taxonomy is chosen for this thesis. The chosen taxonomy
is the same as the one used, for example, by Alima et al. [6], and it divides P2P
networks into unstructured and structured P2P networks. For reference, a more
fine-grained taxonomy has been presented, for example, by Vu et al. [145]. Both
types of networks, unstructured and structured, share a number of same qualities.
First, peers – that are endpoints at the edges of a physical network – are the main
characters of a P2P network. All, or almost all, of the resources (e.g., network
bandwidth, processing power, and storage capacity) in the P2P network are being
donated by the peers themselves. In some P2P networks peers are symmetric,
meaning that all the peers donate roughly the same amount of resources to the
network. On the other hand, some P2P network designs allow heterogeneity among
the peers. One relatively coarse way to allow heterogeneity in a P2P network is
to divide peers into ordinary peers and superpeers. The superpeers provide more
resources, or have more tasks, than the ordinary peers. Another way is to divide
a P2P network into clients and peers, where only the peers participate in the P2P
network, and clients just utilize the services of the P2P network without contributing
any resources. Heterogeneity in network design is especially desirable in networks
where the resources of physical peers differ significantly (e.g., some peers are mobile
phones and some peers are desktop computers with fixed Internet access).
Second, the degree of a peer can vary. The degree means how many links a peer
has to other peers in the P2P network. There is an inherent tradeoff between the
amount of state information in the peers and in the number of hops a packet must
travel in a P2P network. The two extremes of this tradeoff are a situation where
each peer has only one unidirectional link (i.e., each peer has only one neighbor),
and a situation where each peer has as many links as there are peers in the network
(i.e., each peer is a neighbor of every other peer). The latter situation is referred to
as a fully meshed network. When the number of links increases, the number of hops
a packet must travel decreases, and vice versa. Often the amount of load a peer in a
network receives correlates with its degree. The load, in this context, can be either
packets to forward or objects to store. Thus, if all the peers in the network have
the same degree, then the load is often distributed relatively evenly. However, in
environments where the physical peers are heterogeneous, variance of node degree
can be desirable.
Last, peers in both unstructured and structured P2P networks have the ability
to setup and maintain links between peers. All P2P networks have to be able to
maintain links also in situations where there is churn. Churn means a situation
where peers are joining, or departing from, a P2P network. Peers can depart either
gracefully or ungracefully. When a peer departs gracefully, it notifies its neighbors
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before it leaves, and when a peer departs ungracefully, it just disappears from the
P2P network. Typically a graceful departure happens when a peer itself decides
to leave the network (e.g., a user turns off a P2P application), and an ungraceful
departure happens due to some external event (e.g., a mobile phone goes out of
coverage). Some P2P network algorithms do not even have a notion of graceful
departure. In addition to maintaining the links during churn, the maintenance
mechanism might also have some logic that improves load balancing (more about
this in Section 2.2.1), takes geographical proximity into consideration, and replicates
stored objects.
Unstructured P2P networks are P2P networks where the links between peers do
not form a rigorous structure. One of the first unstructured P2P networks that did
not use centralized elements was Gnutella. The early version of Gnutella was not
very scalable, so later on a number of unstructured networks, such as Gia [32], were
designed to improve the scalability.
The process that sets up links between peers has an element of randomness in
unstructured P2P networks. Objects stored in the network do not have fixed places
in the network. In other words, there is no logic that would assign an object to a
specific peer. For example, some file sharing applications that are built on top of an
unstructured P2P network store objects (i.e., files) only on those peers that actually
use the objects. In other words, objects are not stored on peers that do no use the
files.
Packet routing in unstructured P2P networks is probabilistic and inherently suitable
for arbitrary queries. Arbitrary queries (or searches) mean, within the context of this
thesis, queries that do not have restriction on how the search predicate is formed. An
arbitrary query could be, for example, ”*catering*, London, case:ignore”. The packet
routing is typically based on some type of flooding or random walk with Time-To-
Live (TTL) values on packets. The flooding can be directed, for example, towards
those peers that have a higher degree, or it can use controlled exploding. Controlled
exploding means, within this context, packet forwarding where one incoming packet
is copied to n neighbors and n > 1. The TTL values in packets are decremented by
each forwarding peer. Random walk forwarding can use, for example, mechanisms
that prevent the forwarded packet from being sent back to those peers that it has
already traversed.
Structured P2P networks are P2P networks where the links between peers form a
rigorous structure. Many structured P2P networks are based on DHT algorithms,
such as Chord [138] (see Section 2.2). There also exist structured P2P networks
which are not based on DHTs, such as P-Grid [5], but those types of networks are
beyond the scope of this thesis.
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The process that sets up links between peers in structured P2P networks use some
predefined algorithm, which is the same for all the peers in the network, for link
selection. The link selection algorithm organizes the peers in the network into a
geometrical order, such as a ring with logarithmic degree mesh (term used by Buford
et al. [25]), hypercube, or tree. Objects stored in the network are always assigned
to specific peers. For example, those structured P2P networks that are based on
a DHT algorithm place peer IDs and object IDs into the same namespace, and an
object is always stored on a peer that has the closest ID. In other words, peers that
do not use an object by themselves might store the object as well. Structured P2P
networks also have the concept of an object reference which means a small-sized
object that contains only a pointer to the actual, sometimes large, object.
The packet routing in structured P2P networks is deterministic and inherently suit-
able for exact queries. An exact query could be, for example, ”Summer Olympics
2004.avi”. All structured P2P networks provide a Key-Based Routing (KBR) [41]
layer which finds a corresponding peer, and an object, when given a key. A key is
synonymous with an object ID, and it can be, for example, a hash from a filename.
The KBR is deterministic and it always finds the searched peer and the object if it
exists in the P2P network.
Until now, only P2P networks that use flat design and where all the peers belong to
a single group have been presented. There are, however, also hierarchical P2P net-
works where peers are divided into multiple groups and where the peers in different
groups can use dissimilar network structures for intra-group communications, but
still maintain the possibility for inter-group communication.
One of the first hierarchical P2P network architectures was introduces by Garce´s-
Erice et al. [51]. That architecture uses a two-level hierarchy where a structured P2P
network algorithm, Chord, is used at the upper level, and an arbitrary P2P network
structure on the lower level. A later architecture, HP2P [112] uses a similar two-
level architecture where Chord is used at the upper level and flooding at the lower
level. Both of the aforementioned architectures use superpeers for facilitating the
communication between the groups. A somewhat different approach to hierarchical
structures is taken in Canon [48,49]. Canon does not have the concept of a superpeer
and it allows an arbitrary number of levels. The communication between groups
is organized by controlled merging between the levels. In other words, in Canon
ordinary peers have links to other levels and superpeers are not needed.
Even though P2P networks provide a good platform for decentralized services, there
are still some open issues. One open issue, for example, is the decentralized boot-
strapping. Today, P2P networks use some type of centralized components which
allow joining peers to reach those peers that are already in the P2P network. An-
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other open issue is the decentralized identity management. Those existing P2P net-
work architectures that use strong identities for peers, or for users, use some type of
centralized components for identity distribution. Therefore, currently it is unclear
how to do reliable bootstrapping and identity management in a truly decentralized
fashion.
2.2 Distributed Hash Table Algorithms
A P2P network based on a DHT algorithm is one type of a structured P2P network.
DHT is, as its name implies, a distributed version of a hash table. Hash tables
provide a relatively efficient way of storing and accessing objects in a computer’s
memory space. In concrete terms, a hash table is a data structure that maps objects
(e.g., electronic business cards) to a set of buckets. The buckets reside in the memory
space of a computer. The mapping from an object to a bucket is done with a uniform
hashing function, such as SHA-1 [109]. More specifically, some property of an object
is hashed and the result of the hash operation, or just a part of it, determines the
bucket where the object is going to be placed. For example, if the object is an
electronic business card, then the hashed property could be the name of a person
in the card. Therefore, in order to access the stored electronic business card, the
name of a person in the card has to be known. Hash tables can contain collisions,
which means that more than one object is stored in the same bucket. However, this
is not a big problem for most applications, because the objects in the same bucket
can typically be differentiated just by examining the hashed property.
DHTs provide the same functionality as hash tables, with the difference that the
objects are stored into multiple computers instead of just a single computer. Since
multiple computers are used in DHTs, there are some problems that single-computer
hash tables do not have. Especially churn and security aspects cause problems in
DHTs. It is noteworthy that DHTs are directly related to all the author’s publica-
tions.
Just like hash tables, all of the DHTs use a uniform hashing function. In hash tables,
only object IDs (i.e., results of hash operations) are mapped into a namespace, but
in DHTs each computer also has an identifier, peer ID, that is mapped into the
same namespace. The namespace can be thought of as the equivalent of the set of
buckets mentioned in the above, where the ID of the first bucket is 0, ID of the second
bucket is 1, and so forth. A typical size of a namespace is, for example, 160 bits.
Thus, the first ID in the namespace is 0 and the last ID is 2160 − 1. Furthermore,
the namespace is a loop, and when IDs are traversed one-by-one from smaller to
bigger, then ID 0 comes right after 2160−1. Peer IDs in the namespace are typically
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either random bit strings or hashes from some property of a computer (e.g., an IP
address). All peers in a DHT are responsible for part of the namespace which can
be, for example, a partition between a peer’s own peer ID and its predecessor’s ID.
A predecessor means, within this context, a peer that has the closest smaller peer
ID. The term partition of a peer means, in this thesis, that part of a namespace the
peer is responsible for.
Today, there are quite a few DHT algorithms, such as Bamboo [119,120], Content-
Addressable Network (CAN) [116, 117], Chord [39, 138], EpiChord [83, 84], Kadem-
lia [101], Koorde [68], Pastry [126], and Tapestry [152, 153]. Common to all DHTs
is that they set up and maintain links between peers in a P2P network. Information
about the links are stored locally on each peer in a data structure called the overlay
routing table. An overlay routing table contains, for example, the peer IDs and the
IP addresses of the neighbors. Neighbors are peers which are connected to with a
single link.
DHT algorithms, like all structured P2P networks, organize peers into geometrical
order, such as a ring with logarithmic degree mesh, hypercube, or tree. Despite the
different geometrical orders, all DHT-based P2P networks provide a KBR layer. In
addition, DHTs also provide a higher abstraction layer that is being built on top
of a KBR layer. That abstraction layer provides the following functions: put(key,
data), remove(key), and value = get(key) [41]. The functions can be used for storing,
removing, and accessing the objects in a P2P network.
A peer has a certain life cycle in a DHT-based P2P network. The life cycle contains
the following phases: arrival, participation, and departure. The arrival phase starts
with bootstrapping, where the peer learns about some other peer that is already
in the P2P network, called a rendezvous peer. Then, the joining peer contacts the
rendezvous peer and learns about the peers that are close to its own peer ID. After
that, the joining peer notifies the peers that are close to its own peer ID about its
arrival and gradually learns a portion of the network topology. The exact details
on how this is achieved varies among the DHT algorithms. In the participation
phase, the peer actively maintains its overlay routing table, forwards packets from
other peers, and stores objects. In the departure phase the peer leaves the network.
Some DHT algorithms have a mechanism that enables the departing peer to notify
neighboring peers of its imminent departure, and some even have a mechanism for
moving objects to the neighboring peers.
Churn is one of the problems each peer has to handle while participating in a DHT-
based P2P network. A way to handle churn is called stabilization, and there are two
common stabilization strategies: reactive and periodic stabilization. The main goal
of the stabilization is to keep overlay routing tables up-to-date even under churn.
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Reactive stabilization means that overlay routing tables are fixed when churn is
perceived as part of normal procedures (e.g., while forwarding packets from other
peers). The periodic stabilization on the other hand is pre-emptive, and it detects
churn by running a stabilization procedure periodically. The exact details of how
the stabilization strategies are implemented vary among DHT algorithms.
Like in all P2P networks, there is a tradeoff between the amount of state information
in peers (i.e., links in an overlay routing table) and in the number of hops a packet
must travel in a P2P network before reaching its destination peer. Many, but not all,
DHT algorithms exhibit logarithmic, O(log N), properties (where N is the number
of peers in the network). Logarithmic properties mean, in this context, that the
amount of state information in peers and the number of hops a packet must travel
increase in logarithmic proportion to the number of peers in the P2P network.
This type of behavior gives DHT-based networks a relatively good scalability while
preserving a relatively good performance. A characteristic feature of the DHT-based
P2P networks – despite the geometry of a DHT – is that a peer has several links to
the peers that are close to it, and only few links to peers that are further away. The
closeness is measured, in this case, as distance in the namespace.
The packet routing in DHT-based P2P networks, sometimes referred to as the lookup
method, is deterministic, and it can be either recursive, semi-recursive, or iterative.
The recursive routing means that a request packet is forwarded in a hop-by-hop
fashion among peers in a P2P network, and that a reply packet returns via the same
peers as the request packet traversed. The semi-recursive routing is similar for the
request packet, but the reply packet is sent directly to the original sending peer from
the destination peer. The iterative routing means that the request packet is not for-
warded in a hop-by-hop fashion. Instead, the packet forwarding is performed by the
original sending peer contacting all intermediary peers directly, and the intermedi-
ary peers telling the original sending peer where to send the packet next. A packet
has to traverse the least amount of links in the semi-recursive routing, and the same
number of links in the recursive and iterative routing. The difference between the
recursive and iterative routing is that in the recursive forwarding packets traverse
only existing links, but in iterative forwarding they traverse mostly new links that
have to be explicitly created.
Objects are stored in peers in a DHT-based P2P network. In order to improve
churn resistance and to enhance performance (i.e., lower the lookup delays) various
replication strategies have been designed. The replication means simply that an
object is copied to multiple peers instead of storing it just in one peer. As an
example, three replication strategies, neighbor replication, path replication, and
replication with multiple hash functions is presented in the following. A larger set
of replication strategies is described and evaluated by Ktari et al. [81].
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In neighbor replication, the replicas (i.e., object copies) are stored in immediate
neighbors of the peer that has the main responsibility for storing and replicating a
given object. In path replication, those peers that have forwarded the request packet
are going to store the requested object, or an object reference to the requested object.
The path replication is sometimes referred to as caching. Multiple hash functions
can be used for replication in a way that when a property of an object is hashed,
multiple hash functions instead of just one is used. That way one object is going to
be stored in multiple locations (i.e., at the locations indicated by the results of the
hash functions) in the namespace of a P2P network. All the replication strategies
have some challenges, such as how to prevent stale objects and how to determine
the optimal number of replicas. Stale objects mean objects that are not the latest
version of an object, but rather some outdated version of it.
Security is a concern for DHT-based P2P networks, as it is for other types of P2P
networks as well. There are different security threats for a DHT network, such as
routing attacks, data storage and integrity attacks, and free riding. Routing attacks
can be executed, for example, by a malicious intermediary peer in the routing path
forwarding a packet into a wrong direction, or dropping it altogether. Another
routing attack is where a peer advertises false overlay routing information to other
peers in the network. Data storage and integrity attacks can be a peer which has
promised to store an object but does not actually store it, or a peer that serves
altered or phony data to other peers. Free riding means that a peer does not
forward any packets and does not store any objects, just uses the resources provided
by other peers.
There are various techniques for mitigating the security threats. As an example, one
option would be to adopt a security through obscurity approach. It could be used in
a single-vendor P2P application that uses closed-source software, non-standardized
protocols, and encrypted network traffic. Another option would be to use a security
model based on strong user and peer identities. Those identities could be used, for
example, for integrity protecting the objects in a P2P network.
Given the relative abundance of DHT algorithms, it is no surprise that there is a
fair number of studies which compare DHT algorithms. In the following, some of
the comparisons are presented. A relatively simple analytical performance com-
parison has been made by Ko¨tz et al. [55]. They have focused on comparing the
routing performance, the amount of state information in peers, and the complex-
ity of arrival and departure phases on a set of selected DHT algorithms. There
also are simulation-based DHT algorithm comparisons, for example, by Kelaskar et
al. [72], Li et al. [85], Tian et al. [140], and Gummadi et al. [57]. The comparisons
have focused on discovery mechanisms [72], on performance versus network traffic
consumption evaluation [85], on how well DHTs fulfill the requirements of P2PSIP
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networks [140], and on evaluating the impacts of routing geometries [57]. There
also is an emulator based DHT comparison by Kato and Kamiya [71]. They have
used their emulator for evaluating the performance of the implementations of DHT
algorithms, rather than the performance of the algorithms themselves.
DHT-based P2P networks are used by real-world applications as well. As an exam-
ple, P2PSIP and BitTorrent applications are presented in the following. P2PSIP [21]
is a standardized technique for decentralized interpersonal communication and it
uses DHTs essentially for finding the endpoint of a callee. In essence, the caller’s
P2PSIP application, which contains a DHT implementation, queries the IP address
of the callee from a DHT-based P2P network. BitTorrent [35] is a file sharing ap-
plication and it uses DHTs for providing distributed tracker [88] functionality. The
Tracker in BitTorrent is essentially a service which knows where the files a user
wants to download are physically located (i.e., the IP addresses of the nodes stor-
ing the files). When a DHT-based distributed tracker is used, then the BitTorrent
applications contain a DHT implementation, and there is no need for a centralized
tracker.
2.2.1 Load Balancing Algorithms
Scalability and robustness are important properties for any DHT-based P2P net-
work. Poor load balancing in a DHT network can lead to non-robust functionality
and poor scalability. Early DHT networks relied on the notion that the inherent
randomness, introduced by hash-based object IDs and randomly selected peer IDs,
would be enough to provide an adequate load balancing properties. Soon, however,
it was discovered that many DHTs suffered from poor load balancing, and since
then a number of load balancing algorithms has been designed. Load balancing al-
gorithms are related to author’s Publication V which proposes a novel load balancing
algorithm.
The load is something that a single peer experiences in the network while serving
other peers. There are different types of load in a DHT network. First, there is
load related to storing objects and object references. The significance of this load
varies according to the number and size of the objects stored in a DHT network.
Naturally, the object-related load is more significant if the DHT network stores a
large number of big objects. Second, there is load related to the overlay-induced
network traffic a peer has to handle. The traffic is induced either by the maintenance
traffic (e.g., overlay routing table maintenance packets) or by the object lookup
traffic (e.g., request and reply packets). Last, there is the hot-spot load which is
caused by popular objects. For example, if a DHT network is used as a replacement
of the Domain Name System (DNS), then the lookup traffic follows roughly Zipf’s
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law [158], because web requests follow a Zipf-like distribution [19]. In other words,
the peers that are storing the most popular objects in the network have to handle a
lion’s share of request packets. This last load type is commonly handled by different
replication strategies (see Section 2.2) and not by load balancing algorithms.
There are two issues that deserve to be mentioned in the context of load balancing
algorithms: peer heterogeneity and skewed object distribution. Even though load
balancing algorithms attempt to, as the name implies, balance the load among peers,
they still might accommodate peer heterogeneity. Typically, in a DHT network the
participating physical peers have different capabilities, and some load balancing
algorithms allow more powerful peers to take more responsibility than less powerful
peers. Skewed object distribution means a situation where object IDs are not a
result of an uniform hashing operation, but rather identifiers that are not uniformly
distributed in the namespace. The handling of a skewed object distribution is outside
the scope of this thesis.
Due to a relatively large number of different load balancing algorithms, it is infeasible
to give an exhaustive presentation of them all in this section. However, a selected set
of load balancing algorithms is presented. The presented algorithms are divided into
the following categories: algorithms based on the virtual servers concept, algorithms
that minimize the variation between partition sizes, algorithms that balance the
degree of peers, and algorithms that do not fit the aforementioned categories.
Algorithms based on the virtual servers concept are perhaps the most studied cat-
egory of the load balancing algorithms. The virtual servers concept was first intro-
duced in Chord [138], and it is a concept where a single physical peer has multiple
virtual peers. All the virtual peers have unrelated peer IDs in the namespace of a
DHT network, and all the virtual peers have their own overlay routing table. The
virtual servers concept, in its original form, improves the load balancing in a DHT
network, but it increases the amount of state information in each physical peer.
A decentralized file storage system, Cooperative File System (CFS) [40], uses the
virtual servers concept. CFS allows the changing of the number of virtual servers
in a physical peer to accommodate the prevailing load condition. Hence, if a peer is
lightly loaded, it increases the number virtual server it has, and vice versa. Y0 [54]
is a Chord-based protocol where the virtual servers are clustered into a fraction
of a namespace instead of using unrelated peer IDs for the virtual servers. The
advantage of Y0 is that it requires less state information in a peer than Chord with
the original virtual servers concept.
There are multiple algorithms that are based on a mechanism where virtual servers
can be transferred from one physical peer to another. One of those algorithms
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is presented by Rao et al. [115]. That algorithm contains three schemes: one-to-
one, one-to-many, and many-to-many. In the one-to-one scheme, a virtual server
is transferred from one heavily loaded physical peer to one more lightly loaded
physical peer. In the one-to-many scheme, one heavily loaded physical peer transfers
a virtual server to a more lightly loaded peer which is chosen from a set of lightly
loaded physical peers. In the many-to-many scheme, a set of heavily loaded physical
peers is matched to a set of lightly loaded physical peers, and virtual servers are
transferred between them in a way that attempts to optimize the load balance. More
algorithms that are based on the transferring of virtual servers are presented, for
example, by Godfrey et al. [53], Tsai and Chen [141], and Zhu and Hu [156, 157].
These algorithms have different focus areas. The algorithm by Godfrey et al. [53] is
focused on a dynamic environment, the algorithm by Tsai and Chen [141] is focused
on leveraging the peer heterogeneity and optimizing the transfers of virtual servers
among the physical peers, and the algorithms by Zhu and Hu [156,157] are focused
on utilizing geographical proximity information in load balancing. The main idea
in the algorithms by Zhu and Hu is that the virtual servers are transferred only
between peers that are physically close to each other.
Algorithms that minimize the variation between partition sizes are based on a notion
that peers with larger partitions will get more load than the peers with smaller
partitions. There are algorithms, such as algorithms by Kenthapadi and Manku [73],
and Manku [94], that balance the partition sizes at the phase when peers join a DHT
network. When a peer is joining a DHT network, it first tries to find, by probing,
a relatively large partition of the DHT network. Once the relatively large partition
has been found, the peer calculates an ID from the middle of the partition and
takes that ID as its own peer ID. After that, the peer is ready for joining the DHT
network. In addition, the algorithm by Manku [94] also balances the DHT network
at the phase when peers are departing from a DHT network. When a peer departs
from a network, the algorithm might change the peer ID of one remaining peer in
order to balance the partition sizes of the remaining peers.
The load balancing algorithms by Bienkowski et al. [17] also minimized the varia-
tions between the partition sizes, but instead of doing the balancing on joining and
departure, it uses an infinite continuous process. The process is executed in each
peer while they are participating in a DHT network, and the goal of the process
is to move those peers which have relatively short partitions to those places in the
namespace where there are relatively long partitions. Furthermore, the process also
contains an ability to transfer stored objects from one peer to another.
Yet another algorithm that minimizes the variations between partition sizes has
been presented by Karger and Ruhl [69]. It minimizes the variations by using the
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virtual servers concept. The main idea in the algorithm is that one physical peer
has many peer IDs, but only one of the IDs is active at a given time.
Algorithms that balance the degree of peers are based on a notion that an uneven
degree distribution among the peers causes poor load balancing properties. That
is, the higher the degree a peer has, the more load it will get. The algorithms that
balance the degree in peers do not correct the uneven partition size distribution.
There are, for example, two Chord-specific load balancing algorithms, e-Chord [38]
and Bl-Chord [79], that attempt to balance the degree in peers. Both of them change
the way in which overlay routing tables are maintained in Chord. The overlay
routing table maintenance in e-Chord is probabilistic, whereas it is deterministic in
Bl-Chord. The goal in both of them is to select peers that have a relatively low
degree as links to the overlay routing tables.
Shen and Xu have presented the Elastic Routing Table (ERT) mechanism [132]
which balances the load in a DHT network by adjusting the degree of peers. The
ERT is not Chord-specific and it can take advantage of the possible heterogeneity
of peers, and vary the sizes of routing tables according to the peers’ capabilities. In
other words, the ERT assigns a higher degree to more powerful physical peers and
a lower degree to less powerful peers.
All load balancing algorithms do not fit into the above-presented categories. In
the following, three examples of such algorithms are presented. Bianchi et al. [16]
have presented a load balancing algorithm that takes the popularity of objects into
account and modifies the packet routing in the peers. The modified packet routing
forwards those packets that are targeted to far-away peers (measured as a distance
in the namespace) to lightly-loaded peers instead of the best-matching peers. A
locality-aware randomized load balancing algorithm, by Shen and Xu [131], balances
load by moving objects from a heavily loaded physical peers to less loaded physical
peers, and it is especially focused on leveraging the geographical proximity. Byers
et al. [26] have presented a load balancing algorithms that utilized the power of two
choices paradigm [11, 106]. It focuses on creating an even distribution of objects
among the peers and it works by storing an object into the less loaded peer among
two, or more, pseudo-random alternative peers. The pseudo-random alternative
peers are assigned to the object by using multiple hash functions.
2.2.2 Search Algorithms
Many applications that are built on top of DHT networks require, or at least would
benefits from, a versatile search facility. The users of applications can use the search
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facility for searching for various things, such as movies, people, or services. On the
DHT layer, however, these searches boil down to an algorithm for searching for ob-
jects. This section focuses only on search algorithms that are fully decentralized and
do not use any centralized elements. Search algorithms are related to the author’s
Publication VI which evaluates the feasibility of arbitrary searches in structured
P2P networks.
The basic DHT lookup can be seen as a search algorithm that provides a very exact
and deterministic search. For example, if an exact filename of a movie file is known,
then the basic DHT lookup can efficiently find the peer that is responsible for the
file. The search is deterministic, because the requestor can determine, at the end of
the search operation, whether the searched object is in the network or not.
Unstructured P2P networks, on the other hand, provide an inherently probabilistic
arbitrary search mechanism. Arbitrary search is possible, because a search predicate
(e.g. keywords or search terms) is evaluated locally on each peer that receives a
search request packet. The search is probabilistic, because in order to be sure of
whether the searched object is on the network or not, all the peers would have to
receive a search request packets, which is usually not the case due to scalability
issues.
Searches can be based a single phrase, such as a filename or person’s name, which
is associated with an object. However, it is often good to associate some metadata
with objects. The metadata can be, for example, a set of keywords associated with
a movie file which describes the content of the object more precisely than a single
phrase.
The metadata about an object can be created by using various methods. For one,
the user who stores an object on a DHT network can manually create the metadata,
or users who later use the object can add metadata to it. There can also be an
automatic creation of metadata. The metadata can be created automatically, for
example by using an image recognition software while storing an image file on the
network, or at the time when a search predicate is evaluated against an object.
For example, if the search predicate is text, and the object contains text, the search
predicate evaluation logic can attempt to match the search predicate with the whole
content of the object, and therefore the whole content can be seen as automatically
created metadata.
In this thesis, search algorithms are coarsely divided into the following categories:
search algorithms in unstructured P2P networks, keyword searches in DHT net-
works, range queries in DHT networks, flooding over DHT networks, and hybrid
search algorithms that combine unstructured and DHT networks. Even though the
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main focus is on the search algorithms used in DHT networks, the search algorithms
used in unstructured P2P networks are briefly introduced as well.
As stated above, search algorithms in unstructured P2P networks support arbitrary
searches inherently. Gnutella was one of the first fully decentralized P2P networks,
and it provided an arbitrary search algorithm. The search was based on flooding and
search packets had TTL values. Due to Gnutella’s scalability problems, Gnutella-
based Gia [32] was developed later on. Gia provided an arbitrary search algorithm
too, but instead of flooding, it used a biased random walk. The bias was created
by forwarding search request packets preferentially towards peers that had a high
degree. Another approach is introduced by BubbleStorm [139] which spreads search
queries and data-storing requests in bubbles. The bubbles are formed so that each
packets contains weight and split factor (s) values. When a peer forwards a packet,
it forwards it to s random neighbors and decreases the weight by one. In other
words, s controls the flooding and the weight value is like a TTL value.
Keyword searches in DHT networks simply mean searches where the search predicate
is a set of words. This type of search is suitable for some application scenarios, but
not for all scenarios due to a rigid search predicate evaluation. The user sending a
search request has to know the exact word, and the exact form of the word (i.e.,
the possible suffix has to be correct as well) in order to find the searched object.
Keyword searches are typically implemented with the help of some data structure
which is stored on a DHT network. For example, the search algorithm by Reynolds
and Vahdat [118] is based on inverted indices. An inverted index is a data structure
where multiple objects are associated with a single keyword. Another example, an
algorithm by Joung et al. [67] is based on a r-dimensional hypercube index scheme.
The r-dimensional hypercube is a data structure which enables keyword search where
the object with a perfect match can be provided with a relatively low delay, and the
objects with a partial match can be provided later by traversing the hypercube. The
perfect match means, within this context, a situation where the searched keywords
are exactly the same as the object’s keywords (keywords are typically a part of the
metadata of an object), and the partial match means a situation where the searched
keywords are a subset of the object’s keywords.
A range query in a DHT network could be formulated, for example, in the following
way ”Formula One champions between years 1996 and 2000?” In this example, the
range length is 5. A naive mechanism for providing range queries would be to
send as many single queries as is the length of a range. This mechanism, however,
would be infeasible for big range lengths. Thus, more sophisticated range query
mechanisms have been designed. For example, a range query mechanism by Gao and
Steenkiste [50] is based on balanced binary trees on top of a DHT. This algorithm
is considerably more effective than the naive mechanism, requiring only O(log r)
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queries when the size of the range is r. Another example, a range query mechanism
by Datta et al. [42] is based on trie-structured (i.e., a prefix tree) P2P network
where the overlay network itself is a trie. In other words, there is no additional data
structure stored on a DHT. In addition to the trie, the mechanism by Datta et al.
uses a hash function that preserves the semantic proximity of objects.
Flooding over DHT networks is a search mechanism that enables arbitrary searches
within DHT networks. The main idea is that the packets performing the search are
flooded on top of the links created by the DHT algorithm. One approach, which
is based on Chord, has been presented by Ktari et al. [80]. In that approach, the
search packets are distributed by using controlled flooding, but the object-storing
requests are not flooded. The controlled flooding is based on a flooding limit that
is contained in each query. The flooding limit is an identifier in the namespace (i.e.,
not a TTL value). Objects are stored in the DHT by using symmetric replication.
In symmetric replication, an object is associated with multiple keys identifying its
location in the P2P network, and it also provides the distribution of objects in the
namespace. Another approach, Structella [30], is essentially like a Gnutella network
of top of Pastry. It uses a type of flooding for distributing the search packets. The
used flooding type ensures that peers are visited only once and the number of visited
peers can be controlled relatively accurately. Structella does not use structure, nor
object IDs, for storing objects. Each node stores only its own objects.
There also are hybrid search algorithms that combine unstructured P2P networks
and DHT networks. In other words, both unstructured P2P networks and DHT
networks are used together for providing a search mechanism. Typically, the hybrid
search algorithms use an unstructured P2P network for arbitrary searches, and a
DHT network for other purposes. The other purposes can be, for example, a keyword
search for rare objects, or performance enhancements for the search mechanism as
a whole. As an example, the algorithm by Loo et al. [89], the Gossip Adaptive
Hybrid (GAB) [150], and QRank [33] use an approach where an unstructured P2P
network is used for providing an arbitrary search mechanism for relatively popular
objects (i.e., highly replicated objects), and a DHT network is used for providing a
keyword search mechanism for relatively rare objects. These algorithms differ from
one another, for example, in how they determine whether to send a search packet to
the unstructured P2P network or to the DHT network. RandRep [90] is yet another
example of a hybrid search algorithm, but unlike previous approaches, it uses a DHT
network mainly for estimating the number of peers in the network. That estimate
is then used for determining the proper number of object replicas, and the proper
number of search queries.
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2.2.3 Network Size Estimation Algorithms
DHT networks and the functions they provide require some enabling functions which
are often invisible to a human user of a network. Enabling functions are, for example,
the estimation of network size and the estimation of expected churn rate. This
section is focused on the former, the estimation of network size, and the latter, the
estimation of expected churn rate, is outside the scope of this thesis. The network
size estimation means, within this context, the estimation of the number of peers
that are participating in a DHT network. It is noteworthy that the search algorithm
specified in author’s Publication VI requires a network size estimation algorithm.
The number of peers has to be estimated, rather than known, because in a typical
DHT network peers do not have a global knowledge (i.e., knowledge of all the other
peers) of the DHT network. Having an accurate estimate of the network size is
important in order to be able to set parameters for a set of operations in a DHT
network, for example, for setting sensible TTL values for search queries and setting
the desired number of neighbors (i.e., the amount of links) for the overlay main-
tenance algorithm. Because of the churn, the network size estimation is typically
performed periodically.
In the following, a few selected examples of the network size estimation algorithms
are presented. The presented algorithms can be divided into two categories: algo-
rithms based on distance measurements and algorithms based on gossiping. Distance
measurements mean, in this context, the act of measuring the distance between peer
IDs in the namespace of a DHT network. Gossiping means such protocols that ex-
change pieces of information between peers in a DHT network.
An example of a protocol that is based on distance measurements is Viceroy [93].
Viceroy simply measures the distance between the current peer and its immediate
successor. When the peer has the distance measurement, and knowledge of the size
of the namespace of the DHT network, it can calculate a rough estimate of the
number of peers in the P2P network. Another example is the estimation protocol of
Symphony [95] which is not based on a single measurement, but on distance mea-
surements between the current peer and a set of its immediate successors. Ghinita
and Teo [52] have further developed a similar concept and their algorithm measures
the distances between the ideal peer IDs of the neighbor and the real peer IDs of
the neighbor (this is feasible, e.g. in Chord). The ideal peer ID means, within this
context, an ID to which an out-finger of a peer is pointing.
Two examples of gossiping-based network size estimation algorithms are an algo-
rithm by Jelasity et al. [64] and an algorithm by Shafaat et al. [130]. The algorithm
by Jelasity et al. works by having all peers maintain a local value (l). In the be-
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ginning l is 1 in one peer and 0 in all other peers. Then the gossiping starts and
the goal of the gossiping is to produce the network-wide average of l. So, after
gossiping, all the peers have the average value as l, and the number of peers in the
DHT network can be calculated simply as 1/l. The algorithm by Shafaat et al. uses
a similar approach, but the local value l is a inter-peer distance (d). The goal of
the gossiping is to produce as good an estimate of the average inter-peer distance
as possible. After gossiping, an estimate of the number of peers in the network can
be calculated as N/d, where N is the size of the namespace.
2.3 Peer-to-Peer Session Initiation Protocol
Traditionally interpersonal communication, such as phone calls, has needed central-
ized servers to facilitate the call setup. This is also true for VoIP calls which are
established with SIP [27, 124]. P2P networks, however, provide network architec-
tures where communication between peers can be done without centralized servers.
P2PSIP is a technology that combines SIP and P2P networks, and enables VoIP
calls (and other multimedia session types) among the peers and users without using
centralized servers. Note that P2PSIP technology is a common denominator in all
the author’s publications.
SIP is a text-based signaling protocol used in IP-based networks, and it has been
standardized at the IETF. The purpose of SIP is to enable the creation, modification,
and termination of multimedia sessions, such as VoIP calls. A multimedia session
means, within this context, a session where there are two or more participants and
one or more media types. Media types can be, for example, audio streams, video
streams, or instant messages.
The session creation, modification, and termination is enabled by using centralized
servers between the endpoints of a session. There are three different types of cen-
tralized SIP servers: proxy servers, redirect servers, and registrars. These servers
facilitate the SIP message exchange between endpoints. Endpoints themselves also
have a SIP entity, called User Agent (UA), that sends and receives SIP messages. A
public SIP Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) that is used by callers is referred to
as an Address-Of-Record (AOR). AORs can be thought of as the public addresses
of SIP users.
The users of the UAs are addressed by using SIP URIs. The SIP URI is a predefined
string of characters, such as ”sip:alice@example.com”, where ”sip” is a predefined
prefix, ”alice” is a user part, and ”example.com” is a host part. The host part of the
callee’s SIP URI is used for routing SIP messages. The set of procedures for locating
next-hop SIP servers is based on the host part of a SIP URI, and they are specified
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in RFC 3263 [123]. These procedures, together with centralized SIP servers, make
it possible to set up sessions between UAs.
Multimedia communication systems require other protocols in addition to SIP in
order to function properly, for example, the protocols that carry the actual media
streams of multimedia sessions, and the protocols that describe and negotiate the
media streams, such as the Session Description Protocol (SDP) [58]. Media related
issues are outside the scope of this thesis. It is noteworthy that SIP is used as a
part of the IP Multimedia Subsystem (see Section 2.5).
There is a variety of different extensions to SIP which provide, for example, enhanced
security features, message compression, and presence service. Due to the fact that
this thesis sees SIP mainly just as a part of a P2PSIP network, the descriptions of
SIP extension are considered to be outside the scope of this thesis.
P2PSIP, or more specifically the first publications describing P2PSIP, appeared in
2004 [20,133,135] and 2005 [22,134]. The idea in P2PSIP was right from the begin-
ning to replace the centralized SIP servers, and the DNS-based SIP server locating
procedures, with a specific P2P network. In concrete terms, the P2P network was
created by implementing a chosen decentralization algorithm, such as a DHT algo-
rithm, to the endpoints themselves.
The first proposed P2PSIP architectures were a SIP-based P2P telephony system
by Singh and Schulzrinne [133–135], and a decentralized communication system
called SOSIMPLE [20, 22]. Both architectures contained the concept of being able
to use existing SIP-based communication applications without modifications with
a new P2P architecture. The architecture by Singh and Schulzrinne also contained
the concept of having two different types of peers: peers that implemented a DHT
algorithm, and peers that did not implement a DHT algorithm but rather just
used the services provided by other peers. Furthermore, both of these architectures
used a Chord-based P2P network and SIP. In addition to session handling, SIP was
also used for DHT maintenance. In other words, the messages required for DHT
maintenance was implemented by modifying and extending SIP messages. Later on
Singh and Schulzrinne [136] proposed another architecture that did not use SIP for
DHT maintenance, but used an external Bamboo-based DHT instead.
In addition to research efforts, there is also standardization work that attempts to
standardize P2PSIP technology. A working group for standardizing P2PSIP was
chartered in the end of 2006 at the IETF. At the time of writing this thesis, the
standardization of P2PSIP is still an ongoing effort at the IETF.
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2.3.1 Technological Overview
Given the fact that P2PSIP is an evolving technology, it is infeasible to give a
detailed technical overview that would hold true in the future. Thus, the purpose of
this section is to present a timely snapshot of the P2PSIP technology on a relatively
high abstraction level. At the time of writing this thesis, a good overview of the
P2PSIP technology has been written by Bryan and Lowekamp [21].
P2PSIP, as SIP, uses SIP URIs for addressing users. It also utilizes the fact that
structured P2P networks provide a deterministic method for storing and fetching
objects. In the following, an example from a simple VoIP call setup in a P2PSIP
network is presented. There are two persons in the example, Alice and Bob, and
both of them are using a P2PSIP UA. A P2PSIP UA can be, for example, an
application in a laptop or mobile phone.
When Alice wants to be reachable by others, she instructs her P2PSIP UA to store
a special object on the P2PSIP network. The object contains the mapping between
Alice’s SIP AOR (e.g., ”sip:alice@p2p.example.com”) and the peer ID (e.g., 160 bits
long bit string) of her P2PSIP UA. A hash based on Alice’s SIP AOR is used as
the object key. When the object is stored on the P2PSIP network, Alice is ready to
receive calls from other users of the P2PSIP network. Like in SIP, a caller has to
know the SIP AOR of a callee.
Sometime after Alice has stored her object onto the network, Bob wants to call to
Alice. First, Bob inputs Alice’s SIP AOR to his P2PSIP UA. Then, his P2PSIP
UA hashes the given SIP AOR, uses the result of the hash as the object key, and
fetches the object from the P2PSIP network. After that, Bob’s P2PSIP UA reads
Alice’s peer ID from the fetched object. When Bob’s P2PSIP UA knows Alice’s peer
ID, it can send session establishment packets to her P2PSIP UA. Once the session
establishment messages have been exchanged between Bob’s and Alice’s P2PSIP
UAs, the actual media can start flowing between their UAs.
Unlike the first proposed P2PSIP architectures (see Section 2.3), the currently speci-
fied version of the P2PSIP network does not use SIP for DHT maintenance. Instead,
a separate protocol, Resource Location and Discovery (RELOAD) [65], is used for
DHT maintenance (e.g., for handling the situations where peers are joining and
leaving) and for storing, fetching, and removing objects from the P2PSIP network.
SIP is used only for handling sessions, and SIP messages are exchanged directly (i.e.,
not in a hop-by-hop fashion) between session endpoints.
RELOAD is currently being standardized at the IETF, and it is a product of a
merger where three peer protocol proposals, Distributed Session Initiation Proto-
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col (dSIP), Address Settlement by Peer-to-Peer (ASP), and Peer-to-Peer Protocol
(P2PP), were incorporated. Now, the three merged peer protocol proposals are doc-
umented only in currently expired Internet-Drafts. However, P2PP is an exception
and it still lives, for example, as part of an implementation that has been quite
recently demonstrated by Baset et al. [12], and as part of the P2PSIP prototype by
Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and Camarillo [92].
In many respects, RELOAD is the heart of a P2PSIP network. It defines, for ex-
ample, a majority of protocol messages, elements, and operations needed for a func-
tioning P2PSIP system. In concrete terms, RELOAD is a binary-encoded signaling
protocol for P2P networks. The protocol messages of RELOAD are transported on
top of secure transport protocols. The RELOAD protocol in itself is quite generic.
It can also be used with other P2P applications, other than just with communication
applications that use a SIP-based session establishment.
Like the early proposed architecture by Singh and Schulzrinne (see Section 2.3),
RELOAD also defines two different types of nodes: peers and clients. Peers partici-
pate in a P2P network (by implementing and running a DHT algorithm), and clients
just connect to peers and utilize the services they provide. A specific Chord-based
algorithm has been chosen as the P2P algorithm that each RELOAD-compliant peer
must implement. RELOAD is a relatively wide-ranging specification, and it defines,
among other things, a protocol used between peers, a protocol used between peers
and clients, a NAT traversal mechanism based on ICE [122], and a versatile security
framework which allows the use of certificates.
P2PSIP network
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Figure 2.1: P2PSIP network
Despite the decentralized nature of P2PSIP, there are still some centralized elements
in the P2PSIP network which are depicted in Figure 2.1. However, unlike in SIP,
these elements are not used for session establishment, and they have to handle con-
siderably less network traffic than SIP servers do. There are two centralized servers,
a configuration server and an enrollment server, and a special class of P2PSIP peers,
called bootstrap nodes.
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The purpose of the configuration server is to provide configuration information for
peers that are joining a P2PSIP network. The configuration information contains,
among other things, the name of the P2P algorithm used in the P2PSIP network
and its parameters, and an initial TTL value for RELOAD messages. Joining peers
find the configuration server of their domain by issuing a lookup to the DNS. The
communication between joining peers and the configuration server utilizes Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), and the communication is defined by the
RELOAD specification. In addition to the configuration information, a configura-
tion server also provides a set of bootstrap node addresses, and it may provide the
address of the enrollment server.
Joining peers contact the enrollment server after they have contacted the configura-
tion server. The enrollment server is not needed in deployments which allow peers
to have self-signed certificates. The purpose of the enrollment server is to distribute
certificates to joining peers and to assign peer IDs to them. The enrollment server
may require a username and a password from a joining user. The communication
between joining peers and the enrollment server utilizes HTTPS.
Bootstrap nodes can be ordinary peers, but they have to have a public IP address.
When a peer joins the P2PSIP network for the first time, it has to get the IP ad-
dresses of the bootstrap nodes from a configuration server, but once it has joined the
P2PSIP network, it can cache the IP addresses of some peers for later bootstrapping
use.
P2PSIP is not the only technology used for enabling decentralized interpersonal
communication. Skype [13, 56, 74, 125, 149], for example, is a commercial interper-
sonal communication system with a decentralized architecture. Another example is
a telecom services architecture presented by Venkitaraman and Lillie [143]. That
architecture is SIP-based, like P2PSIP, but it is focused only on small deployments
with a modest number of devices (e.g., to home environments), whereas the goal of
P2PSIP is to accommodate broader deployment scenarios as well.
There still exist open questions and challenges for P2PSIP networks, and for systems
that are using DHTs for public communication. A set of these challenges, such as
the resiliency to Denial-of-Service (DoS) attacks, have been documented by Bryan
et al. [24]. At the time of writing this thesis, the practical near-future challenges
are being worked out by the standardization community at the IETF, and the more
distant-future challenges are being worked out by the research community. A few
examples of the current research efforts are presented in the next section.
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2.3.2 Recent Research
The first publication proposing a P2PSIP architecture was published in September
2004 by Singh and Schulzrinne [133]. Since then, an ample number of P2PSIP-
related publications have been written. Given the sheer number of publications,
it would be infeasible to present an inclusive presentation of all P2PSIP-related
research, so the purpose of this section is to present a selected set of research ef-
forts that have been published in the last couple of years. The presented P2PSIP-
related research touches upon the following topics: security issues, mobile environ-
ments, business related issues, performance issues, geographical proximity, hierar-
chical DHTs, and P2PSIP-based applications.
Security issues, and secure P2PSIP network architectures, have been studied and
proposed by many research teams. For example, a survey of security issues and
existing solutions has been done by Chopra et al. [34]. Another study by Seedorf
et al. [129] has investigated how P2PSIP networks behave during a DoS attack that
is directed towards a DHT-routing layer. Zheng and Oleshchuk [155] have studied
P2PSIP security issues and proposed a proxy-based architecture that secures session
initiation in a P2PSIP network. Bryan et al. [23] have proposed a secure P2PSIP
architecture that is focused especially on NAT traversal and DoS attack prevention.
Koskela [78] has presented a P2PSIP system, based on the Host Identity Protocol
(HIP) [107] that is focused on distributed security mechanisms.
Mobile environments are challenging for P2P applications because mobile devices
are, for example, often battery-powered, and they have a relatively low network
bandwidth. Due to these challenges, the feasibility of P2PSIP for mobile environ-
ments has been studied, and mobile-friendly architectures have been proposed. Ou
et al. [110], for example, have conducted a feasibility evaluation of a Kademlia-based
P2PSIP network in mobile environments. The feasibility evaluation contained CPU
load, network load, and battery consumption measurements. Another feasibility
study has been done by Kassinen et al. [70], where the power consumption of mo-
bile devices have been measured. In that study, the mobile devices acted as peers
in a P2PSIP network. Matuszewski and Kokkonen [100] have proposed an architec-
ture that enables P2PSIP communication using mobile phones. Mobile phones act
as clients in that architecture. A related architecture has been implemented and
demonstrated by Kokkonen et al. [77].
Business related issues are important for any new technology, since it is hard to mo-
tivate the adoption of any new technology without monetary benefits. The monetary
benefits can be either reductions in costs or new possibilities for revenue generation.
The natural benefit of the P2PSIP technology is that it requires less centralized
servers than SIP networks do, and therefore the operating costs related to central-
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ized servers are lower. A business-minded technology evolution analysis of com-
munication technologies has been put forward by Heikkinen and Luukkainen [60],
where P2PSIP has been one of the analyzed technologies. Another business-minded
study focusing on business models and making on analysis of costs is presented by
Buford et al. [25].
Performance issues have been the topic of multiple recent research efforts. Either the
efforts have focused on evaluating the performance of a specific P2PSIP network, or
they have proposed a performance enhancing design. In most cases, the performance
evaluations have focused on call setup delay. Perhaps one reason why call setup delay
has been in focus is that ITU’s Telecommunication Standardization Sector (ITU-T)
has given recommendations for the delay in circuit-switched telephone networks.
The Recommendation E.721 [61] states that the average call setup delay should be
no more that 3 seconds for local calls, and 8 seconds for international calls.
An example performance evaluation has been conducted by Javornik et at. [63]
which is mainly focused on measuring the call setup delay of a P2PSIP network
running in a small business-like environment. Another call setup delay analysis us-
ing a Chord-based P2PSIP system has presented by Zhang et al. [151]. It analyzes
both a single overlay case and a case with hierarchical overlays. Meyer and Port-
mann [102] have performed a performance evaluation of a Bamboo-based P2PSIP
network. That evaluation concentrated on measuring and analyzing the call setup
delay in an Internet setting. Ma¨enpa¨a¨ and Camarillo [91] have studied the amount of
maintenance traffic and lookup delay in a Chord-based P2PSIP network on the In-
ternet when the amount of churn varied. Zheng and Oleshchuk [154] have presented
a design proposal that improved, among other things, the performance and the call
setup delay, of a Chord-based P2PSIP system. The performance improvement was
achieved by introducing bi-directional lookup in Chord, semi-recursive routing, and
cached entry records.
Geographical proximity information, and especially the possibility of being able to
use this information in a P2PSIP network provides opportunities for lowering lookup
delays, and therefore also the call setup delays. At least two recent research efforts
have proposed P2PSIP architectures that take the geographical proximity informa-
tion into consideration: Locality-aware and Partition-space DHT (LPDHT) [103],
and an approach by Li et al. [86]. Both approaches embed geographical information
into peer IDs and object IDs. A significant difference in the approaches is that
LPDHT uses multiple DHT overlays and the approach by Li et al. uses only one
DHT overlay.
Hierarchical DHT architectures can be used within the context of P2PSIP. One no-
table difference between the proposed architectures is the way how they categorize
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peers: some approaches use a fine-grained classification of peers, some use super-
peers and ordinary peers, and in some approaches all the peers belong to the same
category. It is not a very novel idea to apply hierarchical architectures to P2PSIP.
Already in 2007 there was an architecture proposal for a hierarchical P2PSIP system
by Le and Kuo [82]. That system took the heterogeneity of the nodes into account,
and in a way, used fine-grained classification of peers. A more recent architecture
that applies hierarchical DHTs to P2PSIP has been proposed by Martinez-Yelmo et
al. [97–99]. Their approach uses superpeers and ordinary peers. General Truncated
Pyramid P2PSIP (GTPP) [111] is a another recent architecture proposal where
hierarchical DHTs are applied to P2PSIP, and where all the peers belong to the
same category but the location of a peer can vary in the hierarchy according to the
capabilities of the peer.
There can be different P2PSIP-based applications that operate in the P2PSIP net-
work. For example, Video Conference Network Foundation (VCNF) [44] is a video
conferencing system that has been designed for P2PSIP networks right from the
beginning. VCNF is especially focused on scalability and security aspects. Wang
et al. [147] have presented another P2PSIP-based conferencing system which is es-
pecially focused on robust reliability mechanisms. Klauck and Kirsche [75] have
integrated an existing group collaboration application to a P2PSIP network. The
result of the integration work is a pure P2P application that supports, for example,
video conferencing and whiteboard sharing.
2.4 Decentralization of Applications and Services
Even though there are well-working applications and services that use a centralized
approach, there is a natural incentive to attempt decentralization of these applica-
tions and services. The natural incentive is that decentralized applications reduce
the dependency on centralized servers, and therefore reduce the costs related to
these servers. The decentralization of applications and services is typically done by
using some P2P network technology, such as DHT algorithms. In this section, the
term application refers to the piece of software users are running in their physical
peers, and the term service refers to the service users are experiencing when using
an application. For example, users can be running a P2PSIP UA application in their
physical peer, and the service they are experiencing is the ability to communicate
with other users.
Three different approaches for decentralizing applications and services is presented
in this section. In the first approach, existing applications, referred to as legacy ap-
plications from here on, are decentralized in such a manner that the applications do
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not need to be modified. In the second approach, novel decentralized applications
are providing the same, or similar, service as the legacy applications were providing.
In the third approach, entirely novel applications utilizing a decentralized architec-
ture are providing new types of services. The main focus is on the first approach,
because it is the most relevant to the topics of this thesis, and especially relevant
to the author’s Publication IV which proposes a generic decentralization framework
for legacy applications.
Unmodified legacy applications can typically utilize P2P networks by using some
type of custom-made adaptor software. Typically, the adaptor software exchanges
packets with legacy applications and acts as a peer in a P2P network. For example,
a P2PSIP architecture proposal by Singh and Schulzrinne [134] uses existing SIP
applications with a specific adaptor. The adaptor is called Sippeer, and it can be
running in the same physical node as the existing SIP UA. Sippeer acts as a SIP
outbound proxy towards the SIP UA and as a peer towards the P2PSIP network. A
SIP outbound proxy means a SIP proxy (see Section 2.3) that is in the same domain
as the caller, and forwards the SIP requests sent by the caller towards the callee.
Another example is a decentralized email service supporting legacy email appli-
cations, ePOST [104, 105]. Like in the previously described P2PSIP architecture,
ePOST also has a custom-made local proxy that supports Simple Mail Transfer Pro-
tocol (SMTP) [76], Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP) [37], and Post Office
Protocol version 3 (POP3) [108] client-server protocols. The local proxy of ePOST
uses the client-server protocols towards the legacy applications, and acts as a peer
in a Pastry-based P2P network.
There is also a number of DNS replacement proposals, such as Cooperative Domain
Name System (CoDoNS) [114], DDNS [36], Web-over-SFR [146], and P2PNS [14].
Some of these proposals provide an exact replacement for the DNS and some of
them extend or modify the behavior of the legacy DNS in some way. Common to
all of these approaches is, however, that their design makes it possible to use them
together with legacy applications.
All the so far presented example applications have been using P2P networks mainly
as a means for providing the rendezvous that was earlier provided by the centralized
servers. The rendezvous is based on different things for different applications. In
P2PSIP, the rendezvous (i.e., finding the callee) is based on SIP URIs, in email it is
based on the email addresses, and in DNS it is based on hostnames. In other words,
keys for P2P operations, or the material where keys are derived from (typically by
hashing), varies between the applications. In a way, the rendezvous takes place
between two users in the case of P2PSIP and email, and between two computers in
case of DNS.
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Until now, only approaches that accommodate legacy applications have been in-
troduced. In the following, two examples of novel decentralized applications that
provide the same, or similar, service as their legacy counterparts are presented. The
first example is Skype [13, 56, 74, 125, 149]. Skype is a decentralized interpersonal
communication system that provides roughly the same service as the centralized
VoIP applications have been and are providing. Thus, even though the application
changes, the service stays almost the same. The second example is PAST [43, 127].
PAST is a decentralized file storage application that uses a Pastry-based P2P net-
work. Prior to PAST, users had been using centralized network file servers for
storing their files, and then PAST started providing a similar service by using a
decentralized architecture.
There also are some entirely novel applications that utilize the opportunities pro-
vided by the decentralized architectures. An example of an entirely novel application
is Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) [7]. BOINC is
an application that allows scientists to harness the computing power of the physical
peers of volunteers. The scientist can create projects for BOINC, and then BOINC
takes care of distributing the computing load among the physical peers of the vol-
unteers. One of the relatively well-know BOINC projects is SETI@home [8], which
uses the computing power for analyzing recorded radio signals from outer space.
BOINC differs from the other presented examples in this section in the sense that
there was, and is, no centralized counterpart for this application.
2.5 IP Multimedia Subsystem
There are various different technical solutions for providing interpersonal communi-
cation. One of those technical solutions is a network called the IMS. The IMS [4,29,
113] does not just provide a means for interpersonal communication, but it provides
something more as well. For example, the IMS enables fixed-mobile convergence,
and the services it hosts can be accessed from different networks which can be either
fixed or mobile. From another angle, the IMS can be seen as a platform for creating
and deploying multimedia services. The multimedia services in the IMS can, for
example, utilize the provided Quality of Service (QoS) and charging facilities.
The IMS is standardized at the 3GPP. This section focuses on describing two as-
pects of the IMS: a selected set of core functions, and the existing interworking
mechanisms. The IMS is a collection of a relatively large number of functions, but
the set of functions described in the following are selected so that only the functions
that are important for understanding the contributions of this thesis are included.
The existing interworking mechanisms mean the specified ways in which the IMS
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users can reach the users of other communication networks. It is noteworthy that
the existing interworking mechanisms are related to author’s Publication III which
specifies a novel interconnection architecture between P2PSIP and IMS networks.
The presented set of the IMS functions contains: Application Server (AS), Home
Subscriber Server (HSS), and Call/Session Control Functions (CSCFs). The AS is a
platform where the logic of the services provided by the IMS network are being run.
The HSS is a database that maintains information about the subscribers of the IMS
network. User profiles are being stored at the HSS for each user of the IMS network,
and Initial Filter Criteria (iFC) [3] is being stored as part of each user profile. iFC
contains information about the services the users have subscribed to, and it provides
means for directing the SIP messages from the users to the right AS. There are three
different types of CSCFs: Proxy-CSCF (P-CSCF), Interrogating-CSCF (I-CSCF),
and Serving-CSCF (S-CSCF). The P-CSCF is the first line of contact from the
access network and it acts as a SIP outbound proxy for the IMS terminals. The
I-CSCF is at the boundary of the IMS network and it can be used, for example,
for interconnecting two IMS networks. The S-CSCF resides inside the IMS network
and it is used for controlling the multimedia sessions. The HSS and the S-CSCF
have a common interface and the S-CSCF reads user profiles from the HSS when
sessions are being established.
The functions of IMS are linked together with standardized interfaces. The protocols
used in the interfaces are often standardized at the IETF. It is important to note
that the users of IMS, as the users of SIP and P2PSIP networks, are addressed by
using SIP URIs.
In the following, two types of standardized interworking mechanisms of IMS are pre-
sented: interworking with legacy Circuit Switched (CS) networks, and interworking
with SIP-based IP networks. In addition, a few research efforts that outline issues
and difficulties in interworking architectures are presented.
The interworking between legacy CS networks and IMS, specified in 3GPP TS
29.163 [2], and the interworking between SIP-based IP networks and IMS, specified
in 3GPP TS 29.162 [1], have some common properties. Both of them are interwork-
ing solutions that support signaling and media, bi-directional session establishment,
and use a decomposed gateway. The bi-directional session establishment means,
within this context, simply that the sessions can be established in both directions
(e.g., from the IMS to the CS network and the other way around). The decom-
posed gateways have, in both interworking solutions, separate elements for handling
signaling and media.
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In addition to common properties, the unique feature of interworking between CS
networks and the IMS is that it handles the adaptation between two completely
different transports, namely the IP-based transports and the CS transport. The
unique features of the interworking between SIP networks and the IMS includes
the conversion between SIP profiles (the standard SIP and the 3GPP SIP profile),
topology hiding, and IPv4/IPv6 translation.
The difficulties of the IMS interworking have been investigated by Johnson and Nel-
son [66], and by Marocco et al. [96]. Johnson and Nelson have studied a setting
where non-IMS capable SIP devices are connected to the IMS network by using a
gateway which resides between the P-CSCF and a user’s terminal. The study fo-
cused, for example, on SIP profile adaptation and authentication. Marocco et al.
have studied interworking between P2PSIP and IMS networks. The study has iden-
tified, for example, the following issues: IPv4/IPv6 interoperability, NAT traversal
in the IMS handsets, and problems in conventional peering agreements.
2.6 Summary
In order for a reader to understand the contributions of this thesis, a certain amount
of background information is required. The goal of this chapter has been to present
the required background information. First, P2P networks were presented and dif-
ferences between unstructured and structured P2P networks were discussed. Then,
one type of structured P2P network, a network based on DHT algorithms, was de-
scribed. Special focus was given on the presentation of load balancing, search, and
network size estimation algorithms within the context of DHT-based P2P networks.
After that, P2PSIP, a technology utilizing DHTs, was introduced both from the
standardization and from research viewpoints. That was followed by the presenta-
tion of different decentralization approaches for applications and services. Last, the
IMS network and its interworking mechanisms were presented. In the next chapter,
the contributions of this thesis are being summarized.
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3 Decentralizing Interpersonal Communication
The technologies that enable decentralized interpersonal communication in IP net-
works are in the focal point of this thesis. In recent years, there has been a lot of
research and standardization efforts in this field. However, decentralized interper-
sonal communication is still a relatively young field of research and there is plenty of
room for improvements and enhancements. The contributions of this thesis, which
are summarized in this chapter, are a set of improvements and enhancements to the
decentralized interpersonal communication.
Each section in this chapter corresponds to one of the author’s publications. Sec-
tion 3.1 introduces Publication I, section 3.2 introduces Publication II, and so forth.
Even though each publication is presented in its own section, the common theme
for all the author’s publications is the decentralized interpersonal communication,
and especially the P2PSIP technology. Despite the fact that all the author’s pub-
lications relate to decentralized interpersonal communication, some of the author’s
contributions are generic by nature, and therefore also applicable to P2P networks
not used for interpersonal communication.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. First, Section 3.1 presents an eval-
uation of DHTs from the viewpoint of decentralized interpersonal communication.
Section 3.2 discusses the challenges P2PSIP is going to encounter in mobile environ-
ments. Both of the aforementioned sections present the results of analytical research
work which provides the basis for the non-analytical research work presented in the
subsequent sections. Section 3.3 contains a description of a novel interconnection
architecture between P2PSIP and IMS networks. Section 3.4 presents a framework
which enables the decentralization of legacy applications. It is noteworthy that the
framework uses largely the same technologies as P2PSIP does (e.g., the same pro-
tocol). Section 3.5 introduces a novel load balancing algorithm for structured P2P
networks (e.g., for a P2PSIP network). Finally, Section 3.6 presents a feasibility
study of an arbitrary search in structured P2P networks. Even though the main
goal of this chapter is to summarize the contributions of this thesis, some attention
is given to presenting the directions for future work.
3.1 DHT Algorithm Evaluation
There exists a relative large set of DHT algorithms which differ significantly from
one another. The researchers, designers, and implementers who are creating new
DHT-based decentralized applications are facing challenges on how to select the
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most appropriate DHT algorithm for their application. To alleviate these challenges,
there are a fair number of studies that have evaluated DHT algorithms. A selected
set of those evaluations is presented in Section 2.2. However, none of the existing
DHT evaluations have focused, to the best of knowledge, on evaluating DHTs from
the viewpoint of decentralized interpersonal communication.
Publication I, which is summarized in this section, attempts to fill that gap, and it
presents the first DHT algorithm evaluation that is conducted from the viewpoint of
interpersonal communication. The goal of Publication I is to make the selection of
DHTs easier for those researchers, designers, and implementers who are creating new
decentralized applications for interpersonal communication. If the most appropriate
DHT is selected before the implementation work starts, fruitless implementation
work can be avoided. This is important, because building a robust implementation
of a DHT algorithm is not a modest task. The implementation work is especially
demanding in challenged development environments (e.g., on some mobile devices).
The evaluation contains a selected set of DHT algorithms. The selected DHTs are
Chord, CAN, Pastry, Bamboo, Tapestry, and Kademlia. The presented evaluation is
based on the identified desired features of DHT algorithms. The desired features of
DHTs mean, within this context, the features that are favorable from the viewpoint
of interpersonal communication. Thus, before the actual evaluation was conducted,
the desired features of DHTs were identified.
The identification of desired features was based on the careful examination of the
requirements imposed on P2PSIP technology, and on existing communication appli-
cations. The imposed requirements are the following: suitability for mobile devices,
low call setup delay, absence of stale data on the network, robust operation, suitabil-
ity for varying environments, support for oﬄine messaging and presence service, and
suitability for standardization. Then, these imposed requirements were converted
to the desired features of DHT algorithms.
As a result of the conversion, the following desired features were concluded: favorable
features of the lookup mechanism, proximity support, graceful departure, efficient
replication, low complexity, low bandwidth consumption, high configurability, ex-
tendability, and support for notifications. Many of the identified desired features
are self-explanatory, but two of them beg for elaboration. Favorable features of the
lookup mechanism means support for different lookup methods (see Section 2.2)
and support for parallel lookups. The support for different lookup methods is im-
portant, because they can be used for adapting a DHT to varying environments.
For example, recursive lookups enable relatively easy NAT traversal, semi-recursive
lookups provide bandwidth savings, and iterative lookups are DoS attack resistant.
Parallel lookups mean the ability to send multiple lookups efficiently at the same
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time. Support for notifications means a similar mechanism for the DHT algorithm
as the SIP-specific event notification framework, specified in RFC 3265 [121], pro-
vides for the SIP. That kind of support for notifications could be used, for example,
for providing efficient oﬄine messaging and presence services.
The evaluation is analytical, because the goal of the evaluation is to be able to
avoid unnecessary implementation work. The actual evaluation is focused on how
well each evaluated DHT fulfills each desired feature. The results are shown in table
form in Publication I (data not copied into this thesis). The evaluation does not
declare a winner. If there would be a winner, it would be a kind of one-size-fits-
all DHT algorithm. However, the choice of DHT depends a lot on the deployment
environment and on the designed feature set of a given decentralized communication
application.
Only a relatively small set of DHT algorithms is covered in the evaluation, and
it could be extended to cover more DHT algorithms in the future. The new DHT
algorithms could be evaluated against the same set of identified desired features. It is
important to note that this evaluation has been preliminary work for the simulation
and prototyping based research work presented in the author’s Publications III-VI.
3.2 Technical Challenges of P2PSIP
The challenges client-server applications are facing are rather well known due to
their relatively long history. However, P2P applications, such as P2PSIP applica-
tions, do not have the experience-based accumulated information about the chal-
lenges, because they are still a relatively novel breed of applications. Due to the
relative novelty, P2P applications do not have a large number of long-term real-life
deployments. Even though there are not a lot of long-term real-life deployments,
one can make analytical research work and attempt to identify the challenges the
P2P applications are going to encounter.
The challenge space is almost unlimited, due to the fact that different P2P appli-
cations are going to face different challenges, and different environments are going
to impose varying challenges on P2P applications. To make the scope manageable,
Publication II, which is summarized in this section, has focused on a specific P2P
application, P2PSIP, and on a specific environment, mobile networks. The goal of
Publication II is to present a coherent introduction to the challenges and problems
mobile environments impose on the P2PSIP. In addition, some existing solution
components for the introduced challenges are briefly presented as well. As far as
the author of this thesis is aware, Publication II is the first study that has given
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a coherent presentation of the challenges P2PSIP is going to encounter in mobile
environments.
When the P2PSIP technology was analytically studied in the context of mobile net-
works, challenges in the following areas were identified: performance and overhead,
network barriers, interoperability with existing systems, security, incentives, mo-
bility, and special requirements of mobile environments. The overhead means, in
this context, the amount of state information in peers and the amount of overlay
maintenance traffic. The aforementioned challenges are elaborated in the following.
Challenges in performance and overhead culminate to the fact that there is an
inherent tradeoff between the two. If a better performance is desired, then more
links between peers need to be maintained and the overhead increases. The same
kind of tradeoff also applies to the load balance and overhead. If a better load
balance is desired, then the overhead increases when the virtual servers concept is
used. In other words, the challenge is to find a right balance for these tradeoffs.
Network barriers, such as NATs and FWs, cause challenges such as non-transitive
connectivity and increased overhead. The overhead is induced mainly by the need
to refresh NAT bindings periodically.
Interoperability with existing systems is crucial, because the users of P2PSIP appli-
cations naturally want to be able to reach, and be reached, by users of other types
of communication applications and networks. The main challenge in interworking is
how to unite the centralized nature of many other communication networks with the
decentralized nature of the P2PSIP network. There also are challenges related to
the load balancing in gateway nodes and in the ability to charge for inter-technology
multimedia sessions.
Security challenges are very different in P2P applications from that of applications
using the client-server paradigm. For example, a specific challenge in P2PSIP net-
works is the ID mapping attacks which are described by Cerri et al. [31]. An ID
mapping attack can occur in a situation where a peer can freely select its own peer
ID. By selecting its own peer ID, a malicious peer can gain some control over a
selected part of the namespace in the P2P network.
Challenges related to incentives are especially difficult for standardized P2P appli-
cations, such as P2PSIP. The main challenge is how to motivate users to allow their
devices to be used as peers and as media relays, rather than just using their devices
as clients (terms explained in Section 2.3.1).
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Mobility related challenges mean situations where the IP address of an endpoint
changes. This can happen, for example, in a case where a mobile phone switches
from a cellular connection to a Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) connection.
The special requirements of mobile environments are due to the transient nature of
device usage, and typical limitation of mobile devices, such as limited bandwidth,
memory, and battery capacity. Perhaps the single most important challenge in
mobile networks is the power consumption. The challenges of mobile networks are
especially difficult for architectures where mobile terminals act as peers and not as
clients.
There are also some existing solution components for some of the above-presented
challenges. Perhaps the most important existing solution components are: DHT
load balancing algorithms (see Section 2.2.1), hierarchical DHTs (see Section 2.1),
HIP [107], and ICE [122] together with related NAT-traversal protocols. DHT load
balancing algorithms and hierarchical DHTs address the performance challenges,
HIP addresses the mobility challenges, and ICE addresses the challenges associated
with network barriers.
The solving of the introduced challenges is essential in order to create robust P2PSIP
applications for mobile networks. Hopefully Publication II enables the researchers,
designers, and implementers of the P2PSIP applications to direct their attention
to the right direction. Publication II has been preliminary work for the later work
of the author of this thesis. It has influenced, for example, the design of the load
balancing algorithm presented in Publication V.
3.3 Interconnecting P2PSIP and IMS
Today people have the ability to interact with one another using various different
technical methods. These methods include, for example, ordinary landline phones,
mobile phones, various VoIP applications, and IMS terminals. The VoIP applica-
tions mean applications such as Skype and SIP UAs. People would naturally want
to reach, and be reached by, people who are using different technical communica-
tion methods than themselves. Unfortunately, the inter-technology communication
is quite often impossible among different communication technologies.
In order to alleviate interconnection problems, Publication III, which is summarized
in this section, proposes an interconnection architecture between P2PSIP and IMS
networks. Even though there are some existing interconnection mechanisms in IMS
(see Section 2.5), the proposed architecture is, to the best of knowledge, the first
implemented interconnection mechanism between P2PSIP and IMS networks in the
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world. The interconnection architecture utilizes the fact that both P2PSIP and IMS
networks address users with SIP URIs. The single most important component in
the proposed architecture is a gateway that acts as a P2PSIP peer towards to the
P2PSIP network, and as an AS towards the IMS network.
Because the standardization status of the IMS network is more mature than the
standardization status of the P2PSIP network, the interconnection is made in a
manner that the standardized functions of the IMS network are not modified at all.
Two notable features of the interconnection architecture are the fact that it does not
use DNS for interconnection purposes, and that it allows the use of multiple gateways
for failure tolerance and load balancing purposes. The proposed architecture can
be used in cases where multiple P2PSIP networks are connected to a single IMS
network, a single P2PSIP network is connected to multiple IMS networks, and where
multiple P2PSIP networks are connected to multiple IMS networks.
A more detailed depiction of the interconnection architecture is presented in Fig-
ure 3.1. The figure presents the most important components of the architecture:
gateway AS, P2PSIP UA, HSS, and IMS UA. Even though not shown in the figure,
other components, such as S-CSCF and P-CSCF, also participate in the session es-
tablishment, but they operate just as they would operate in an IMS-to-IMS session
establishment.
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Figure 3.1: Components of the interconnection architecture
When the gateway AS boots, it registers itself to the P2PSIP network. The regis-
tration is done just with the host name (cf. P2PSIP UAs register with the whole
SIP URIs). In other words, the gateway AS stores an object containing the binding
between its IP address and the domain name of the IMS network at the P2PSIP
network. The stored object can contain multiple IP addresses. When the gateway
AS has performed the registration, it can start the actual gatewaying. While gate-
waying, the gateway AS finds the callees from the P2PSIP network, facilitates the
sending of SIP messages between the interconnected networks, and performs SIP
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profile conversion. The details of session establishment between P2PSIP and IMS
networks are presented in Publication III.
P2PSIP UAs implement a novel URI handling mechanism. The novel URI handling
mechanism makes it possible to detect and make a separation between two types
of session establishments: a session establishment to the P2PSIP network, and a
session establishment to the IMS network. When a session establishment is targeted
at the P2PSIP network, the object request is sent to the peer responsible for the
hash taken from the whole SIP URI (e.g., ”sip:alice@example.com”), and when a
session establishment is targeted at the IMS network, the object request is sent to
the peer responsible for the hash taken only from the host part of the SIP URI (e.g.,
”ims-operator.com”).
The HSS and IMS UAs are not changed in any way, but those IMS users who intend
to use the interconnection architecture have to have an appropriate iFC written
to their user profiles in the HSS. The actual method on how the iFC is written
to the HSS is outside the scope of Publication III. The appropriate iFC directs
the outbound session establishments towards P2PSIP network to the gateway AS.
It is noteworthy that an iFC can contain multiple gateway AS addresses, so that
one P2PSIP network can be connected using multiple ASs (e.g., for load balancing
purposes) or multiple P2PSIP networks can be connected using just a single AS.
There is a proof-of-concept prototype of the proposed architecture. Open IMS
Core [47, 144], which is an open source implementation of the core components
of the IMS network, was used as an IMS network in the prototype. The prototype
validated that the proposed architecture is implementable in practice.
In the future, the interconnection architecture could be extended, for example, so
that it would enable charging. The charging is especially problematic for the ses-
sions that are coming from the P2PSIP network to the IMS network. They are
problematic, because it might be that P2PSIP users are not reliably authenticated,
and therefore it is hard to form a sufficient basis for charging.
3.4 Decentralizing Legacy Applications
Even though the users of Internet are using decentralized P2P applications more
and more, there are still many centralized client-server applications in use today.
The centralized client-server applications are referred to as legacy applications in
this section. Perhaps the main disadvantage of legacy applications is that they
use centralized infrastructure, and there are costs associated with acquiring and
maintaining that infrastructure. Therefore, there is a natural incentive to reduce
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the amount of centralized infrastructure, for example, by decentralizing the legacy
applications.
The goal of Publication IV, which is summarized in this section, is to enable the
decentralization of legacy applications. It is important to note that Publication IV
is an extended version of the earlier publication by the same authors, Hautakorpi et
al. [59]. The decentralization is achieved by introducing a generic decentralization
framework.
The generic decentralization framework was constructed so that it would fulfill three
design goals. First, the framework should be as generic as possible in order to
support multiple legacy applications. Second, legacy applications should not be
changed, so that the users of the framework could continue using their applications
as before. Third, the framework should be able to share a single DHT algorithm
instance among all decentralized applications. Running multiple DHT instances
simultaneously is especially problematic for battery-powered mobile devices.
There are some existing research efforts that have focused on decentralizing ap-
plications (see Section 2.4). The existing efforts have, however, been focused on
decentralizing a single legacy application at a time. The presented decentralization
framework is, as far as the author of this thesis is aware, the first generic decentral-
ization mechanism for legacy applications.
It is important to notice that the actual applications, such as Mozilla Thunderbird,
are not decentralized, but rather the servers (e.g., email servers) providing the ser-
vice are. The first applications that have been decentralized using the framework
are VoIP, email, and web applications. Even though most of the focus in Publica-
tion IV is on the three aforementioned applications, the framework itself is suitable
for decentralizing other legacy applications as well. Legacy applications that use
the centralized infrastructure mainly for rendezvous service are suitable for decen-
tralization. The rendezvous service means, in this context, a service that maps a
name to an IP address. The name can be, for example, a SIP URI, email address,
or hostname.
Legacy applications do not need a special configuration in order to be used with the
decentralization framework. For example, web browsers do not need the Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) proxy configuration. In most cases, the configuration of
legacy applications is similar to the case where a centralized infrastructure is used.
A detailed depiction of the decentralization framework is presented in Figure 3.2.
The decentralization framework has two main components: Local Extendable P2P
Proxy (LEPP), and a DNS entity. LEPP is further divided into application specific
modules and a DHT instance.
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The application specific modules are such that each module is handling one or more
protocols. For example, the VoIP module handles SIP [124]; the email module
handles POP3 [108], IMAP [37], and SMTP [76]; and the web module handles
HTTP [45]. The key functionality of each application module is to extract the
names from the protocol messages sent by legacy applications. The details of the
operations performed by the application modules are presented in Publication IV.
The DHT instance is an entity that actually enables the decentralization. It might
be possible that the decentralization framework could also be able to use some non-
DHT algorithm for decentralization in the future.
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Figure 3.2: The Decentralization framework
The DNS entity is either an augmented DNS resolver or a DNS relay. Only one
of these two is needed. The idea in the DNS entity is that when the Top Level
Domain (TLD) of the DNS request, sent by a legacy application, is ”p2p”, then the
address of the local host is returned to the sending application. When the TLD is
not ”p2p”, then normal DNS procedures are performed. It is noteworthy that there
is a connection between the application specific modules and the DHT instance, but
there is no connection between the DNS entity and the DHT instance.
There is a proof-of-concept prototype of the decentralization framework. The pro-
totype shows that the design goals can be met at least for the three applications
(VoIP, email, and web), and that the framework is implementable in practice.
One possible item for future work would be to enhance the robustness of the de-
centralization framework. The robustness could be enhanced by leveraging two user
trends. First, users typically have more than one device, and second, users have a
natural incentive to keep at least one instance of their communication applications
running at all times because they want to be reachable by others. Thus, there could
be a synchronization mechanism that would automatically synchronize application
data (e.g., email messages and served web content) between two or more simultane-
ously running decentralization framework instances in different devices. This kind
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of data synchronization would enhance the robustness of the system and increase
the data availability on users’ devices. Another possible future work item would be
to make a new application specific module for online games. The support for an
online game would need only one new application specific module to the LEPP, and
the rest of the decentralization architecture would not need to be changed.
3.5 Load Balancing with Advanced Finger Selection Algorithm
Good scalability is important for DHT-based P2P networks. One way to enhance
scalability is to distribute load evenly among peers in a P2P network. Load balancing
is not a new concept within the context of DHT-based P2P networks, and there are
a number of existing load balancing algorithms (see Section 2.2.1).
Publication V, which is summarized in this section, introduces a new generic load
balancing algorithm which holds a set of favorable features. The name of the intro-
duced load balancing algorithm is Advanced Finger Selection Algorithm (AFSA).
The favorable features of AFSA are the following: does not increase the amount of
state information in peers, does not increase the number of neighbors peers have,
and uses only a single arbitrary peer ID per physical peer.
The fact that AFSA does not increase the amount of state information nor the
number of neighbors is important, because it allows a load balanced P2P network
to operate with the same resources as a P2P network without load balancing. Note
that this not possible, for example, with many load balancing algorithms based on
the virtual servers concept. The ability to use only a single arbitrary peer ID per
physical peer is important especially from the security standpoint. The usage of
the arbitrary peer IDs mean that there are no restrictions on how the peer IDs are
chosen. The peer IDs are not arbitrary, for example, for load balancing algorithms
that attempt to minimize the variations between the partition sizes (the partition
term explained in Section 2.2).
When a physical peer has only one arbitrary peer ID, it can generate its peer ID,
for example, by hashing a public key that presents the identity of the peer. In a
sense, this resembles the cryptographically generated addresses in IPv6 which are
documented by Aura [9, 10]. Cryptographic peer IDs are beneficial, because they
can be leveraged to enhance the robustness of P2P networks against ID mapping
attacks (see Section 3.2).
The rest of this section uses the terms in-finger and out-finger. An out-finger means
an outgoing finger (i.e., a link) and an in-finger means an incoming finger. Lets
imagine, for example, a scenario where a peer Pb is the neighbor of a peer Pa. In
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other words, the IP address of Pb is in the overlay routing table of Pa. In this
scenario, the Pb calls the link between Pa and Pb as an in-finger, and Pa calls it as
an out-finger. In addition, the term out-finger candidate is used, and it means the
set of peers where one of them is selected as an out-finger to a peer making the
selection. AFSA allows the setting of the size of the out-finger candidate set with
the cm parameter.
One of the root causes for uneven load balance in DHT-based P2P networks is
the unevenly populated namespace. AFSA does not correct this imbalance in the
namespace, but it can achieve a relatively good load balance despite of it. The load
AFSA balances is the load related to the overlay network traffic that peers have to
handle. It does not balance the load related to storing objects, but it can be used in
conjunction with the algorithms that do. In addition to enhancing the scalability of
P2P networks with load balancing, AFSA also provides a relatively even distribution
of in-fingers among peers which is a property application designers could possibly
utilize in the future.
The load balancing in AFSA is achieved by changing the way in which DHT algo-
rithms select peers as their neighbors (i.e., as their out-fingers). The way how AFSA
selects the peers as neighbors is generic and applicable to multiple DHT-based P2P
networks. The actual goal of AFSA is to balance the number of in-fingers among
peers. As far as the author of this thesis is aware, AFSA is the first generic load
balancing algorithm that creates an even in-finger distribution on DHT-based P2P
networks.
There are two separate modes of operation in AFSA: implicit mode and explicit
mode. In the implicit mode, the selection among out-finger candidates is done
based on reverse probabilities. The probability of selecting a peer as an out-finger
is derived from the peer’s quantifiable property (f) that has a positive correlation
to the number of in-fingers. A peer with a smaller f is more likely to be selected
as an out-finger than a peer with a bigger f . The quantifiable property is, for
example, the partition size of a peer in Chord. In the explicit mode, the out-finger
candidate selection is based on explicit in-finger counts. There are two requirements
in the explicit mode. First, each peer has to keep track of the number of its in-
fingers. Second, there has to be an ability to communicate the in-finger counts
from out-finger candidates to a peer making the out-finger selection. Due to these
requirements, the implicit mode is easier to implement than the explicit mode.
AFSA has been evaluated with simulations. The simulations have been built on
top of OverSim [15] and OMNeT++ [142]. The simulated environment contained
10,000 peers, and both modes of AFSA were implemented to Chord and Bamboo.
The results of the simulations showed that AFSA balanced the load among the peers
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relatively well. Furthermore, the simulation results indicated that the explicit mode
produced better load balancing than the implicit mode, that increasing the value of
cm yielded better load balancing, and that in most cases AFSA did not considerably
influence the performance of the DHTs.
In the future, AFSA could be enhanced, for example, in a way that it would also
take the Round-Trip Times (RTTs) into consideration. The enhanced AFSA could
make an educated tradeoff between the proximity (derived from the RTTs) and load
balancing. In other words, the uniformity of the load balancing might be degraded
in some cases in order to favor the physical closeness of the peers. It is noteworthy
that AFSA is used as the load balancing algorithm of choice in Publication VI which
is summarized in the next section.
3.6 Arbitrary Search in Structured P2P Networks
Many P2P applications, such as file sharing applications and communication appli-
cations, require, or at least could benefit from, a versatile search mechanism that
enables arbitrary searches (term explained in Section 2.1). The versatile search
mechanism is needed, for example, in a scenario where a user of a P2P communi-
cation application has a flat tire somewhere near Stuttgart. In this scenario, the
user would like to reach a callee with a following arbitrary search, ”tow*, *service*,
Stuttgart, case:ignore”. However, this kind of query is typically available only on
applications that are using an unstructured P2P network, and not for applications
that are using a structured P2P network. This is problematic, because many appli-
cations, such as P2PSIP UAs, require a structured P2P network in order to function
at all.
Search algorithms are a fairly actively studied topic within the context of P2P net-
works (see Section 2.2.2). However, only a couple of studies have focused on creating
search algorithms that enable arbitrary searches in structured P2P networks. Those
few studies have proposed search algorithms that are based on search query flooding
on top of a DHT. It is important to note that those search algorithms do not use
flooding for object-storing requests, and they have been implemented only on one
DHT algorithm.
The goal of Publication VI, which is summarized in this section, is to evaluate
the feasibility of an arbitrary search in structured P2P networks. The feasibility
evaluation has focused on measuring the efficiency, incremental deployability, and
scalability of the arbitrary search. To the best of knowledge, the feasibility eval-
uation in Publication VI covers two completely new aspects. First, it has focused
on a search algorithm that does not only distribute randomly the search requests,
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but distributes randomly the object-storing requests as well. Second, the search
algorithm is evaluated by implementing it on two DHT algorithms.
Perhaps the reason why arbitrary search mechanisms are not widely deployed in
structured P2P networks is that it does not seem feasible. The feasibility of an arbi-
trary search in structured P2P networks is counterintuitive, much in the same way
as the generalized birthday problem with two mutually exclusive groups, presented
by Wendl [148], is. Even the classical birthday problem, covered for example by
Lipschutz and Schiller [87], is counterintuitive in itself.
The generalized birthday problem with two mutually exclusive groups can be applied
to an example scenario with bins and balls. There are 10,000 bins, 152 green balls,
and 152 red balls in the example scenario. When the balls are thrown randomly
into the bins, there is a 90% chance of a hit. A hit means that there is at least one
bin where there are both a green and a red ball.
This same logic can be applied to an arbitrary search in a structured P2P network.
If there are 10,000 peers, for an object-storing request that has been in 152 peers,
and a search request that has been in 152 peers, there is a 90% chance of a hit.
A hit means, within the context of search algorithms, that the searched object is
found. This holds true, according to the generalized birthday problem with two
mutually exclusive groups, as long as the requests traverse a completely random set
of peers. In practice, however, the requests do not traverse the peers completely
randomly, but rather they traverse from peer to peer in a hop-by-hop manner using
the existing links (i.e., connections between neighboring peers). The existing links
are provided by the underlying structured P2P network. Thus, one of the main
purposes of Publication VI is to find out whether the structure of the structured
P2P network decreases the hit rate when compared to the theoretical hit rate. The
theoretical hit rate can be derived from the generalized birthday problem with two
mutually exclusive groups.
The search algorithm used in the feasibility study is relatively simple. There are
three distinct features in the search algorithm: random non-expanding forwarding,
optional segmented random forwarding for search request, and per-hop destination
address re-writing. The random non-expanding forwarding means the way how
search requests and object-storing requests are forwarded (i.e., distributed) in a P2P
network. They are forwarded in a hop-by-hop manner where each intermediary peer
forwards it to one of its existing neighbors and decreases the hop count value in the
request packet by one. The non-expanding forwarding was chosen, because it is more
resistant to DoS attacks than forwarding schemes where one incoming request is
forwarded to more than one neighbor. The segmented random forwarding for search
request, which is optional, means forwarding where multiple search requests are
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sent simultaneously. The forwarding mechanism ensures that each simultaneously
sent search request traverses the network in their own segments. The details of
the segmented forwarding are presented in Publication VI. The main purpose of
the segmented forwarding is to decrease the search delay. The per-hop destination
address re-writing means that the destination peer ID in request packets is re-written
on each forwarding. After re-writing, the destination peer ID points to some distant
peer ID. This is performed in order to support incremental deployments, where the
peers without search algorithm support just simply forward a request packet towards
the destination peer ID.
In order for a peer to be able to determine the correct hop count value for search
and objects-storing requests, the number of peers in the P2P network needs to be
known. Fortunately, there are various network size estimation algorithms available,
see Section 2.2.3. When a peer has a good estimate of the size of the P2P network,
and it knows the desired hit probability (e.g., 80%), it can calculate the correct
hop count value by utilizing the generalized birthday problem with two mutually
exclusive groups.
The actual feasibility study is done with simulations. The simulations were built
on top of OverSim and OMNeT++. The above-described search algorithm was im-
plemented for load-balanced Chord and Bamboo. The load balancing was achieved
using AFSA (see Publication V). The search algorithm would also work without
load balancing, but especially the scalability of Bamboo is quite limited without it.
The simulations used up to 10,000 peers.
The goal of the simulations was to evaluate the efficiency, incremental deployabil-
ity, and scalability of the arbitrary search. The efficiency was measured from the
achieved hit rate and the search delay. Simulation results show that the hit rate
followed closely the values derived from the theory. Therefore, even though coun-
terintuitive, the structure of structured P2P networks did not decrease the hit rate.
The search delay was relatively small, especially when optional segmented forward-
ing was used. Incremental deployability was feasible, and a relatively good hit rate
was achieved, for example, when more than 50% of the peers supported the search
algorithm. The scalability of the search was good, because the simulation results
did not diverge from the theoretical values when the size of the network increased.
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4 Conclusions
The usage of P2P applications can be considered as a growing trend among the users
of the Internet. Especially various file sharing applications that are utilizing P2P
technologies have gained more and more popularity in the recent years. However,
file sharing applications are not the only class of applications that can utilize P2P
technologies. There are, for example, decentralized interpersonal communication
applications, such as Skype and P2PSIP applications, that utilize P2P technologies.
The focus of this thesis has been on technologies that can be used to enable or
enhance the decentralized interpersonal communication.
Despite the fact that there is a number of existing P2P applications, there are still
challenges that do not have viable technological solutions within the context of P2P
applications. The overall contribution of this thesis has been that some of those
challenges have been identified, and technological solutions have been proposed to
a subset of the identified challenges. All the presented contributions are related
to the P2PSIP technology. However, some of the contributions also have generic
applicability outside the scope of P2PSIP.
The presented contributions were two two-fold. Some of them constituted prelim-
inary work, and some of them were actual technological solutions based on the
preliminary work. The preliminary work contained the evaluation of DHT algo-
rithms from the viewpoint of decentralized interpersonal communication, and a co-
herent presentation of the challenges the P2PSIP technology is going to encounter
in mobile networks. The presented technological solutions were the following: an
interconnection architecture between P2PSIP and IMS networks, a generic decen-
tralization framework for legacy applications, a novel load balancing algorithm, and
an arbitrary search algorithm for structured P2P networks. Among the presented
technological solutions, all the other solutions, except the interconnection architec-
ture, are also applicable to non-P2PSIP specific P2P networks.
The interconnection architecture between the P2PSIP and IMS networks was de-
signed and implemented, because the users of P2PSIP and IMS networks would
naturally want to communicate with each other. There are two key enablers for
the interconnection: a specific gateway and a novel URI handling mechanism. The
gateway is an AS that acts as a P2PSIP peer towards the P2PSIP network and as
an AS towards the IMS network. The novel URI handling mechanism is a piece of
additional logic to P2PSIP peers which enables the peers to find the gateways to
IMS networks.
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The generic decentralization framework for legacy applications was designed and im-
plemented because there are applications, for example interpersonal communication
applications, that still use centralized client-server architectures instead of decen-
tralized architectures. The move from centralized architectures to decentralized
architectures nullifies, or at least reduces, the costs related to centralized servers.
The decentralization framework is a combination of application specific modules, a
specific local DNS entity, and a DHT implementation.
The novel load balancing algorithm was created in order enhance the scalability of
structured P2P networks and to enable load balancing without some disadvantages
of existing load balancing algorithms, such as the increase of state information in
peers. The presented load balancing algorithm changes the way how peers choose
their neighbors. One of the most important properties of the presented load bal-
ancing algorithm is that it is generic and it can be applied to, for example, multiple
DHT algorithms.
The presented arbitrary search algorithm for structured P2P networks is actually a
relatively simple algorithm in itself. The main contribution, related to the presented
search algorithm, was to show that it is feasible to enable arbitrary searches in struc-
tured P2P networks, even though it appears counterintuitive. Many applications
utilizing structured P2P networks, such as file sharing and P2PSIP applications,
can benefit from the presented search algorithm.
The set of enabling technologies presented in this thesis is not an inclusive set of
enabling technologies for decentralized interpersonal communication. However, the
presented technologies can be used to enable some new features and to enhance the
applications in P2P networks. There still remains a fair number of improvement
opportunities within the context of P2P applications. Those future improvements
contain, for example, decentralized bootstrapping, incentive models for providing
services to others, robustness enhancements, and better utilization of proximity
information.
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